December 1, 2021

The Honorable Charles E. Schumer  
Majority Leader  
United States Senate  
Room S-221, The Capitol  
Washington, DC  20510

The Honorable Nancy Pelosi  
Speaker  
United States House of Representatives  
H-232, The Capitol  
Washington, DC  20515

The Honorable Ron Wyden  
Chairman, Finance Committee  
United States Senate  
Washington, DC  20510

The Honorable Richard Neal  
Chairman, Ways and Means Committee  
United States House of Representatives  
Washington, DC  20515

Dear Majority Leader Schumer, Speaker Pelosi, Chairman Wyden, and Chairman Neal:

On behalf of the undersigned businesses, organizations, and individuals that work to strengthen our nation’s economy, promote equitable redevelopment, and reuse of our nation’s older and historic buildings, we urge you to include provisions that would enhance the federal historic tax credit (IRC § 47) as Congress works to finalize the Build Back Better legislation.

We strongly support the successful and longstanding federal policy of incentivizing the rehabilitation of our nation’s historic buildings. Incorporated into the tax code more than 35 years ago, the historic tax credit (HTC) is a widely used redevelopment tool for underutilized properties, from inner cities to small towns across the country. The credit is the most significant investment the federal government makes to preserve our nation’s historic properties. Since 1981 the credit has leveraged more than $173 billion in private investment, created more than 2.8 million jobs, and adapted more than 46,000 historic buildings for new and productive uses. After more than three decades of success, however, this incentive needs updating so that it may work more effectively in support of communities that are struggling to identify development solutions.

We are deeply appreciative the House Ways and Means Committee included provisions that would strengthen the historic tax credit in its September recommendations for the reconciliation package (Sections 135301-135306 of the Ways and Means report of the reconciliation bill). These provisions largely mirror those in the Historic Tax Credit Growth and Opportunity Act (H.R 2294 / S. 2266), bipartisan legislation that Representative Blumenauer (D-OR-03) and Senator Cardin (D-MD) have long championed to revitalize communities and preserve our nation’s most important historic buildings. Unfortunately, the HTC provisions were not included in the Build Back Better legislation that passed the House of Representatives in November.

Over the last eighteen months, many rehabilitation projects have experienced severe challenges, and we are hopeful that overdue improvements to the HTC will be included in the final Build Back Better legislation. Though the HTC is a proven and critical tool in community redevelopment, it has not been substantially improved or modernized in decades.
Not only is the historic tax credit responsible for rehabilitating more than 1,000 historic buildings throughout the country each year, it is also an important tool to address the climate crisis. As noted in a 2020 report by the House Select Committee on the Climate Crisis,

“Rather than demolishing an existing building and constructing a new building in its place, avoiding new construction and reusing existing building structures for the development of new buildings has the potential to significantly decrease the embodied emissions associated with building construction.”

As you consider ways to improve the U.S. tax system and to promote community development in the Build Back Better legislation, we urge you to adopt the policy recommendations included in the Historic Tax Credit Growth and Opportunity Act, H.R.2294, in the final bill. These provisions offer common sense reforms to the current incentive that will encourage greater building reuse and support economic prosperity for communities nationwide.

Sincerely,

NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation Foundation
The 1882 Foundation
American Cultural Resources Association (ACRA)
American Association for State and Local History
Latinos in Heritage Conservation
Main Street America
National Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers
National Trust for Historic Preservation
National Housing and Rehabilitation Association
National Preservation Partners Network
Preservation Action
Society for Commercial Archeology

NATIONAL BUSINESSES
Baker Hostetler
Buckhalter
Cohn Reznick
Ginsberg Jacobs, LLC
Holland and Knight, LLP
Husch Blackwell, LLP
Klein Horning, LLP
Lathrop GPM, LLP
MacRostie Historic Advisors, LLP
Miles and Stockbridge
Nixon Peabody, LLP
Novogradac and Company, LLP
PNC Financial Services Group
RBC Capital Market Tax Credit Equity Group
Rogers Lewis Jackson Mann & Quinn, LLC
RSM (McGladrey)
Rubin Brown
Spencer Fane
Squire Patton Boggs
Stinson Leonard Street, LLP
Twain Financial Partners
Ulmer & Berne LLP
US Bank Community Development Corp.
Winthrop & Weinstine

ALASKA
Jobe Paul Bernier, Nvision Architecture, Inc.
C.A. Bowman, SoAk
Greg Curney
Marta Overpeck-McCracken
Dogan Ozkan, HDP
Trish Neal, Preservation Alaska
Grace Pleasants, The Heritage Collection, LLC
Anne Elise Pollnow, Sea Level Consulting
Matthew Reckard, MKR Design
Stephen Reeve, Historic Ketchikan
Alex Spencer
Laurel Vincent

ALABAMA
Sylvia Allen
Lacey Bacchus, Retail Strategies
Paul Bates
Kathleen Black
Thomas Broker, University of Alabama at Birmingham
Sandy Bynum Williams, The Elba Chamber of Commerce
Paula Carlson
Verdell Dawson, Historic Tabernacle Baptist C Selma
AL Legacy Foundation
Rachel Elmore
Tristram Evans, Paragon Heritage, LLC
John Fishman
Portia Fulford, Fulford International Corporation
Amy Golden, City of Athens
Mildred Hulsey, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Caroline Jenkins, Orchestra Partners
Cassidi Kendrick, Main Street Enterprise
Lallie Leighton
Timothy Lennox
Carl Lund, Regions Bank
Stephen McNair, McNair Historic Preservation, Inc.
James Mondragon Attorney
Lateefah Muhammad, Black Heritage Council of the Alabama Historical Commission
Jim Nasella, Glendale Tenants' Union
Collier Neeley, Landmarks Foundation of Montgomery
Sandra Nickel, Sandra Nickel Hat Team REALTORS
Karen Nyman, Perry County Preservation and Historical Society
Tere Richardson, Athens Main Street
Sylvia Smith
Julie Sorenson, Regions Bank
Joseph Stebbin
Ed Ticheli
Shelby Ward, Independent Consultant
Louella Wilkins, Brown School
Dale Wood, Twin Team

ARKANSAS
Suzanne W Alford, Russellville Historic District Commission
Orlando Baquero
Robert Butch Berry, City of Eureka Springs, AR
Patricia Blick, QQA
Bill Carroll, Five Rivers Historic Preservation
Patrick Carroll, Patrick Carroll, D.D.S.
Judith Galloway, Russellville Historic District Commission
Tom Gray, Cowden and Gray
Jessica Gunn, Clarksville - Johnson County Chamber of Commerce
Kylee Hevrdejs, Eureka Springs Historic District Commission
Kylee Hevrdejs
Dantail Horne, Danny Detailing Care
Gina Jarrett, Main Street Paragould
Stephen Krokowski
Lisa M Rice
Linda Padgett
Katie Parker
Rachel Patton, Preserve Arkansas
Cara Schmidt, HRG
Ramsey Sealy, University of Arkansas
Dewrell Thompson, Randolph County Tourism Association

ARIZONA
Donna Aarons
Alesha Adolph
Chuck Ahlberg, Slimco Metal
Erin Antrim
George Barry, Foss & Company
Georgia Braithwaite
Roger Brevoort, TRU Realty
Jodie Brown, City of Tucson
Suzanne Chaffee, Native American Olympic Team Foundation
Michaela Chatman
Tina Clark, Yuma Territorial Prison
Kim Colangelo
Linda Depew
Vicky Dillavou
Stephan Donovan
Dianne Douglas
Tawn Downs, Arizona Historical Society, AZ Heritage Center
Cheryl Eames
Elizabeth Enright
Rachel Ewell, National Trust
Lisa Falk, AZ State Museum
George Flores
Sherree Geyer
Deidre Gotjen
Mark Hayduke Grenard, Mark's Bookmark Bookseller
Kathleen Haley
Richard Hanson
Barbara Hanson
H. Hawkins, Protective Services of Arizona
Dan Heffernan, Homespun Adventures
Cynthia Hicks
Katherine Hinson, Dignity Health
Layne Horwitz
Susan Howe, National Trust
Marge Jantz, Grande Central Station, Inc.
Matthew Jennings, DLR Group
Jessica Johnston
Janice Klein, Museum Association of Arizona
Daniel Klocke, Gorman and Company
Sandra Krause, Glendora Historical Society
Douglas Kupel, Urban Preservation & Planning
Katarina Lang
Laurie Lautzenheiser, BeMuses
Steven LeBlanc, Stonehenge Capital, LLC
Victoria Lockwood
Lani Lott, Arizona Downtown Alliance
Judith Malen
Cheryl McGregor
James McPherson, Arizona Preservation Foundation
Wanda Mills-Bocachica, InFusion AZ/National Trust
Diversity Fellow
Chris Norden, Omaha Dream Creative
Judy O'Higgins, SendOutCards
Neal Paul
Tracey Peterson
Donna Reiner, Arizona Vintage Sign Coalition
John Riley
Sally Schwenn, Gorman and Company
Gregory Shadrer, NAU
Steve Sones
Paul Talliercio, Compass CBS
Charles Taylor
Nichelle Virzi
Steve Wagner, Route 66 Yacht Club, LLC
Carolyn Walton, Southwest Business Development
Margaret Weant-Leavitt
Christine Weathersbee
Judy Whitehouse
Sue Wilkin
Jivan Wolf, Jivan Wolf Gallery
Ruth Zemek, Franciscan Renewal Center
Ellen Whitney, National Trust for Historic Preservation

CALIFORNIA
Rachel A.Parker-Stephen T. Acuna
L. Adams
Will Agee, Gods' Grace Outreach Ministries
Tina Aghassian, HLB Lighting Design
Jo Ann Aiello
Ayana Airakan-Mance
Adella Albani
Renato Alesiani, Pacific 6 Enterprises
Helen Mae Almas
Carson Anderson, City of Sacramento
Judy Anderson
Donald Andreini
JL Angell
Lorri Arazi, Compass
Ashley Arias, Los Angeles Heritage
Amy Asher
Mariam Aslanyan, Omgivning Architecture
Barbara Bailey, Retired
John Baker
Jan Barnes, SOHO
Hal Bastian, Hal Bastian Inc
Rosanne Basu
Tarrah Beebe, KFA Architecture
Susan Beil
Miriam Bennett, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Douglas Bereuter
Caroline Bering
Nancy Berman
Barbara Berman
Abbie Bernstein
Katherine Bettis
Donald Betts
Nancy Biagini
Lorie Bird
Peter Birkholz, Page & Turnbull
Gina Blades, City of L.A.
William Blake, Ekistics LLC
Gloria Boyd
Ron Blatman, Saving the City
Michael Blechman, SentientSports USA
Todd Bloch
Robert Bloch, UC Davis
M.D. Block
Paula Block-Levor
Julie Blood, San Joaquin County Historical Society and Museum
Terry Blount, California Preservation Foundation
Murray Bolesta, Murray Bolesta Fine Art Prints
Ernestine Bonn, UHDC Historical Society
Justin Boone
Christine Bourg, Pleasanton Historic Association
Rachel Bowdon
Paula Bradley, Michael Baker International
Carol Brady
Karrye Braxton
Richard Breeden, UC Davis
Terry Bregla, Historic Preservation Review
Commission, Tuolumne County, CA
Alys Briggs, National Trust Member
Dean Brightman, Chrisad, Inc.
Susan Brisby
Jordan Briskin
Anna Marie Brooks, Historian
Bonnie Brown
Rebecca Brown
Gregory Brownell, Real Estate Broker
Lisa Bruce
Mary Bryden
Patricia Bubenik
Mike Buhler, Fort Mason Center for Arts & Culture
Rebecca Bunse, JRP Historical Consulting, LLC
Robert Burk
Russell Burke, Santa Rosa Cinemas
Tom Butt, Mayor/City of Richmond CA/Tom Butt
Jesse Caldron
Richard Camp
Allan Campbell
Claire Cancilla, Environmental Science Associates
Len Carela
Joel Carico, Architect
Patricia Carlson
Stewart Casey
Amado Castillo
Meiyee Chappo, Omgivning Architecture
Joel Chappo, Omgivning Architecture
Charles Chase, Charles Edwin Chase, AIA
Catherine Christensen
Ann Christoph, Laguna Beach Historic Preservation Coalition
Calvin Christopher, CGDM Enterprises
Rhonda Church
Christina Ciesla
James Clare, Architectural Historian
Michael and Jeanine Clarke
Dustin Coad, Kaptive Construction & Preservation
Jennifer Coakley
Gordon Coats
Melanie Cohen, South Bay Parkland Conservancy
J. Cole
Maria Cook, Save Our Heritage Organization
Cheryl Cook
Ragna Cook
Linda Cornejo, Gateway Business Properties
Peter Cox
Judy Cribbins
Glenn Cunningham
Rory Cunningham, Bill Hargate Costumes Inc.
Romona Czichos-Slaughter, Blue Sky
Beverly Dahlen
Pamela Daly, Daly & Associates
Courtney Damkroger
Christopher Damen, The Damon Group
Andrea Daniel
Denise Dardarian, Tevon's Jewelry
Elizabeth Darovic
Robert L Davenport
James Dawson, James' Solar
Carole Dawson, Monterey Chamber Singers
Kylr Day
Sylvia De Baca
Mike Deasy, Deasy Penner Podley
Mark DeBacker, County of Sonoma
Maya DeBus, Speaking Out!
Terri Decker
Sara Delgadillo, LA City Planning
Dydia DeLyser, University of California, Fullerton
Carol DeSantis
Barbara Dincau, ChildSource Educational Consulting
Linda Dishman, Los Angeles Conservancy
Christine Doyka
Nikki Doyle
Alan Dreyfuss, CPF
Anna Duer, Getty Conservation Institute
Carol Sue Durr, Softqa
Lindsay E Mugglestone, Mugglestone Gardens
Zoe Edington
Burton Edwards
Richard Ehrenberger, CPF / BAHA
Diana Ekholm
Carrie Elfarra, Sapphos Environmental, Inc.
Susan Elliott
Jane Ellison
Sidney Ellison
Andrew Elmendorf, The Archers
Cornelia Emerson, PhD
Jan Enns, National Trust for Historic Preservation
S. Entwistle, Berk Historical Plaques Project
Gail Erwin, San Joaquin County Historical Society & Museum
Denise Estrada, First Mayor’s House of Salinas
Kathryn Evans
Lorenzo Fuentes
James Crum
Steven Fader, Steven Fader Architects
Drew Fagent, ZFA Structural Engineers
Jay Falconer
Heyden Ty
Mary Fazekas
Kathrine Fegette
Benjamin Ferriaioli, Omgivning Architecture
Pauline Ferrito
Aixa Fielder, Aixa Fielder, Inc.
Mary Finch, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Adrian Scott Fine, DoCoMoMo SoCal
Edward Fisher
Bob Flagg, Summerfield Waldorf School
Anne Flanders
Alexis Fleisig
Marilyn Flower, Saddlesback College
Elizabeth Floyd
Cindy Fong, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Carol Fox, Calvary Presbyterian Church
Lawrence Fox
Nicole Frank, Dudek
Linda Freitag
Eric Fuller, Buehler Engineering Inc.
Sherrill Futrell, University of California
Terry Galvin, Fullerton Heritage
Mike Garavaglia, Garavaglia Architecture, Inc.
Lorie Garcia, City Historian, City of Santa Clara
Paula Garcia
Karla Garcia, Reclaim Our Schools Los Angeles
Marina Gerras, Ruby Livingdesign
Debbie Gaughan
Dick Gee, Spectra Company
Janna Gelfand, Janna E. Gelfand Productions & Consultations
Jane Gentry, The Native American Global Education Center Foundation
Carolyn and Brian George
Jonathan Giffin, Omgivning Architecture
Joseph Gilbert, JMA
Mary-Lee Gilliland
Wendy Gish
Joe Glaston
Nancy Goldberg, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Eleanor Gomez, Cloverdale Wellness, LLC
Alan Gonzalez
Laurie Gorman
Jane Gothold
Steve Graff
Fred Granlund
Evan Gray, ZFA Structural Engineers, Inc.
Ann Greed
Mary Griffin
Cheryl Grover, Architectural Preservation Foundation, President
Suzanne Guerra, Guerra & McBane
Theodora Gurns, San Diego Floral Association
Eddie Gutierrez, Xilinx, Inc.
Steven Guttmann, Guttmann and Blaevoet
I. Haage
Jonathan Haebeler, California Preservation Foundation
Judith Hall
Nowlin Halton
Tara Hamacher, Historic Consultants
James Hamilton
Cynthia Hanson, Word Nerd
Lawson Hardrick, HARDAVCO-West
Kristin Harms, University Heights Historical Society
Joan Harris
Zoe Harris
Susan Hathaway
Amie Hayes
Todd Hays, Deasy Penner Podley
Allen Hazard, Hazard Decorate Arts
Eugene Heck, LSA Associates, Inc.
Ken Hedges, SDRAA
Cindy Heitzman, California Preservation Foundation
Harvey Helfand, Harvey Helfand Architect
Karla Henderson, Black Dolphin Designs
Nancy Henderson
Lydia Henkel-Moellmann, Nzilani Glass Conservation, Inc.
Birgit Hermann
David Heusdens
Antoinette Hewlett
Michael Heyl
Irene Hilgers
Dennis Hill
Denise Hill, St. Rose Historic District
Karen Hohman
Almeida Hohman
Jerri Holan, Albany Heritage Alliance
Celeste Hong, California Preservation Foundation
Ethel Hoskins, Joyful Ranch Foundation/Hoskins
Pleasant Ranch
Jane and Gregory Houle, Houle and Houle
Kim Housken, Cultural Resources Preservation Committee
Cynthia Howell
Linda Howie, CA Dept of Veterans Affairs
Luis Hoyos, California State Polytechnic Univ Pomona
John Hudson
Marianne Hurley, Landmarks Preservation Commission
Ann Huston
Molly Iker-Johnson, Historic Resources Group
Maryan Infield, Costco
Camilla Ingram, Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Stephanie Jackel
Elizabeth Jackson, The Designers
Karen Jacques
Anthony Jammal, Age Advantage Senior Services
Glenn Jansa, Jansa Productions
Virginia Jansen
Gail Jarocki
Margarita Jerabek-Bray, Environmental Science Associates
Alvin Johnson
Christopher Johnson, Johnson Architecture
Rolf Johnson, Rolf Johnson Music
Elizabeth Johnson
Lael Johnson
Chris Jonas, ZFA Structural Engineers
Roberta Jorgensen, Jorgensen Architects
Stephen Josephson
Jenna Kachour Jelks, Architectural Historian
Amanda Kainer
Yolanda Kalb, Shumway Ranch
Chris Kanda
Diane Kane, La Jolla Community Planning Association
Diane Kanner, Commissioner, Cultural Heritage Commission
Laura Kaplan
Jonathan Kaplan
Karl Kardel, Karl Kardel Consultancy
Richard Kassab, Omgivning Architecture
Steve Keena
Keith Kellogg
Ernest Kelsey, Fullerton Heritage
Thomas Kendrick
Gail Kennard, Kennard Design Group, Inc.
Tyler Kerce, Emerge
Lizann Keyes
Dr. Mha Atma Khalsa, Khalsa Chiropractic
Russ Khouri, Development Concepts
KHP Capital Partners
Richard Kiel, Acoma Books
Caroline Kleinheksel
Clarence Knox, City of Los Angeles
Valerie A. Kobal
Diana Koeck
Ramin Kolahi, Lighthouse Investments
Lea Kolesky, City of San Diego
Heather Koller
Hank Koning, Koning Eizenberg
William Kopek, Inside Outside
Lydia Kou, City of Palo Alto
Kathy Kurtak
Sherrill Kushner
Munson Kwok, Chinese American Citizens Alliance
Munson Kwok, Asians and Pacific Islander Americans in Historic Preservation
Jerry Lake, Architect
Anne Lakota
Peter Lawrence, Novogradac
Jyh Lay, Major Industries
Robert Lea
Angel Ledesma, ZFA Structural Engineers
Faith Lee
Jay Lefkowitz
Kelli Lent
Dannielle Lescure
Barbara Letter
Jon Levine, Foss and Company
Sharon Lieberman
Karin Liljegren, Omgivning Architecture
Jennifer Lindsay, Realtor
Robert Linnell, Fullerton Heritage
Allison Lober
Chris Loo, Ameriprise
Andrew Lords, Omgivning Architecture
Lenore Lowen, Urban Sights
Stephen Lubin, Thalia & Stephen Lubin, Architects
Thalia Lubin
David Lura, ZFA Structural Engineers
Heidi Lynn
Mitch M.
Scott MacDonald, Sparky's
Marcus Maloney
Jessica Manning, La Jolla's Finest Training
William March
Martin Marcus
Judy Marks, Longpaw Films
Dan Marsh
Sherry Marsh
Jon Marshack, Boulevard Park Historic District
David Marshall, Heritage Architecture & Planning
Sallie Martin
Rebecca Martinez, Omgivning Architecture
John Marvel, Backstage Media
Judith Marvin, Murphy's Museum
Darcy Mathews, Concerned American
Mari Matsumoto
Diana Mausser, Native Tile & Ceramics
Samantha Maxwell
Dana May, Obscure Engineering
Julie May
Denise Mayosky
Melanie McArtor, Gensler
Margaret McCann, The Heart of Kensington
Karen McCaw, County Sanitation Districts
Rick McConaghy, Western Dealer Services
Thomas McCoy, BBi Construction
Doyle McDonald
Josh McFarlane, ZFA Structural Engineers
Elizabeth McKinne, member Napa County Landmarks
Laurie McLaughlin, LMCL Designs
Nickie McLaughlin, Palm Springs Modern Committee
Frances McMillen
Martha McTear
Chris Meade, ZFA
David Medeiros, City of San Juan Bautista, CA
Jim Mee
Dudley Mei, ZFA Structural Engineers
Anne Marie Meike
Richard Meinhold, Catch A Star Theatrical Players
Jorge Mendoza
Nicholas Mendoza, ZFA Structural Engineers
Dena Mercer, San Buena Ventura Conservancy
Phillip Merlo, San Joaquin County Historical Museum
Brian Merrion, Coldwell Banker Commercial
Kim Messmer
Diane Mettam, United Methodist Church
Amy Meyer, People for the Parks/Presidio
Twyla Meyer
Cindy Meyers
Thomas Michali, M2A Milofsky and Michali Architects
Melissa Michelson, PCC
Ellen Miller
Lynne Miller
Victoria Miller
Melinda Milligan, Sonoma State University
Naomi Miroglio, Architectural Resources Group
Karalyn Monteil, San Francisco Heritage
Franklin Moore
Mark Moore, ZFA Structural Engineers
Alex Morales
Sandra Morey, Victorian Preservation/Cohen Bray House
Kellie Morgantini, Morgantini Ranch
Dena Mossar
Darcy Muirhead
John Murphey, Architectural History Services
Beth Murray, California to Chicago
Joanne Murray
Christine Nagel
Valerie Nagel, Architect
Scott Nelson, Kite Island
Sarah Nelson
Jessica Newman, Palomar College
Krista Nichols, Preserve Orange County
Jana Mariposa Niernberger Muhar, Mariposa Habitat Nursery
Robert Nishinaka
Linda Nunes
Bess Nuzzo
Bruce Nye, Nyecon Inc.
Kate Nyne,
Billy OBrien, Realtor
Raymond O'Brien
John Oda, CPMC
Nancy Oliver, CA Preservation Association & San Mateo County Historical Association
Roberta Orlando
Gail Ostergren, Getty Conservation Institute
Dennis Owens, DMO Architecture
Judson Owens
Mark Paez, Port of San Francisco
John Palafoutas, JRP 4 Travel
Shannon Papin, ESA
James Pappas, St. George Greek Orthodox Church
Eva Parrott,
Wm. Mark Parry AIA, CSI, SAH Idea Studios
Christopher Parsons
James Patton
Rex Payne, Law Office of Rex Payne
Sue Peck, Art by Peck
Donna Pedroza
Joyce Pennell
Dan Perdios
Marlon Perez, United Parcel Service
Martha Perkins
Peter Perry
Susan Perry, retired from Big Sur Unified School District
Jerry Persky
Robert Peters
Katherine Petrin, KP Consulting
Morgan Pierce,
Ivana Pilipovic, TEF Design
Todd Pitman
Barbara Poland
Larry Polon
Jason Powers, ZFA Structural Engineers
Brooke Prather
Alexander Prictoe, Omgivning Architecture
Roger Pritchard, Financial Alternatives
Grace Pucci
Jennifer Quednau
Marilyn Rackley
Nancy Radcliffe
Michelle Rader, Preserve Alpine's Heritage
Maria Raders
Josh Raney, ZFA
David Raposa, City Living Realty
Jim Rawitsch, Sam and Alfreda Maloof Foundation for Arts and Crafts
Susan Ray
Wendy Raymond
Linda Redenbaugh
Rebecca Reid-Johansson, CSU Fresno
Gary Reinoehl, Amador County Historical Society
Rose Reis-Jackson, Fair Oaks, California and Torrance, California
Stacy Renteria, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Sandra Reynolds
Maribeth Riday, Santa Cruz County HSA
Jean Riehl
Shari Riffe, Costco
John Ripley
Paul Roberts
Rodney Robinson, Central Valley Institute
Nancy Rodgick
Joseph Rodriguez
Rachel Rodriguez
Jose Rodriguez
Connie Rogers, Gilroy Historical Society
Maria Romano de Leon
Irene Roos, Mendenhall Patri
Ken Rosen
Wendy Rosenfeld
Deborah Rosenthal, NA
David Roth, FedEx Express
Rina Rubenstein, SAH/SCC
Lois Ruble
Tina Ruiz, Indivisible & SVG Progressives
Nicholas Rulli
Marilynn Russell, Unity of Santa Rosa
Dalia Salgado
Andrew Salimian, Pasadena Heritage
Barry Saltzman
Jeffrey Samudio, Design Aid, Cultural Resource Management & Resilient Environments
Jesse Sanchez, ZFA Structural Engineers
Michael Sandler
Trudi Sandmeier, USC School of Architecture, Heritage Conservation Programs
Deborah Santone
Natasha Saravanja, Natasha Saravanja Photography
Diana Sasser, National Development Council
Thomas Saxby, Thomas Saxby Architect
Stephen Schafer, San Buenaventura Conservancy for Preservation
Sherry Schafer, Schaf Photo & Design
Naomi Schiff, Board Member, Oakland Heritage Alliance
Henri Schuyers, NorCal
Barry Schwartz, Barry Schwartz Photography
Brian Scott, Ritz Carlton Rancho Mirage
Simie Seaman, Wilmington Historical Society
Phyllis Senter
Mehry Sepanlou
Javiera Sequeira, Omgivning Architecture
Joe Sevilla
Elizabeth Sexton
Cathy Shaffer-Walker
Donna Sharee, Donna Sharee Design
Layna Shuppert, OrangeLikeALocal.com
Thomas Sidebottom, ZFA Structural Engineers
Sherry Sidick
Stephan Silen, Silen Law
Ross Silverman, Jibe-Ho
Tina Silvey, Producer
Hilary Simonetti
Terrie Smith, Fantasy Illustrations by Little Paw
Meredith Smith
Sandra Snider, Los Voluntarios
David Soares
Paul Soroudi, Valencia RE Holdings
Vito Spano, Homes by Spano
Rick Sparks
Roger & Linda Spencer
Karen Spiegel
Gary Spivey
Denise Spooner, Clarendon Heritage
James Spooner
Steven Standard, Salesian Society
Barrie Stebbings
Gretchen Steinberg, Sacramento Modern
Neal Steiner
Patricia Stenehjem
Ben Stetson
Liebling Steve, Liebling Landscape Design
Ione Stieglter, IS Architecture
Jill Stone, Landline
Shelley Strohm
Joel Strouss, AARP
Nicole Stubblefield, Omgivning Architects
Debbie Sturt
Mary Sullivan
James Symington III, Compatior Counseling Center
John Taft, Gilroy Downtown Business Association
Emi Takahara, USC
Emily Kiwa Tanaka, Long Beach, California
Donna Tate
Gregory Taylor, City of Sacramento
Suzanne Temple
Cynthia Thompson
Joseph Thompson, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Pamela Thompson
Tom Thornley, Thornley Associates, Inc.
Casey Tibbet, LSA Associates, Inc.
John Tillotson
Andy Tomsky
Marilyn Tovar
Tony Trabucco, Old Towne Preservation Association
Jennifer Trotoux, The Gamble House Conservancy
Joyce Trumpet, FACEFRONT
J. Gordon Turnbull, Page & Turnbull
Michele Tusinac
Patricia Twyman, retired educator
Andrae Urbas, AICP CEP CUD
Kenneth Usher, House of Usher Antiques
Albert Valencia, Smart One
Gail Van Deusen, Corpus Christi Church
Anokhi Varma, ESA
Brenda Vaughn
Roberto Vazquez, Omgivning Architecture
Robert Veres, Save Our Heritage Organisation
Roger Vortman
Ron Vrilakas, Vrilakas Groen Architects
Douglas Vu, City of West Hollywood, CA
Amanda Wadleigh, Wadleigh Farms
Robert Wadleigh, Wadleigh Farms
Madeleine Wagner
Shannon Hebert Waldman
Daniel Weaver, Friends of the Geneva Office Building and Powerhouse
Richard Weber
Keith Weber
Janet Wedekind, Frank Wedekind & Associates
Dorothy Weicker
Jack Weinbaum, Weinbaum Human Capital Consulting
Nona Weiner
Rina Weisman
Chris Wendt, San Francisco Planning
Lee West, HFS
Janet Whaley
Ricardo Wheeler, Wheeler and Associates
Michael White
Ree Whitford, Sticks & Stones
Chuck Wieland
Daniel Wilkinson
Donna Williams, Williams Art Conservation, Inc.
Lisa Williams, ZFA Structural Engineers
Melissa Williams
Robert Wilson
Marianne Wilson, ZFA Structural Engineers
Susan Winsberg, Franklin Corridor Communities
Barbara Wold, Barbara Wold International
Ambrose Wong, Garavagalia Architecture, Inc.
Marcy Wong, Marcy Wong Donn Logan Architects
Ann Woods, University of California, San Diego
Carla Woodworth
Megan Wright
Amy Yeager, Yeager Consulting Group
Carolyn Yee, California Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Toxic Substances Control
Victoria Yust, Tierra Sol y Mar, Inc.

COLORADO
Karen Ballard  
Patricia Barber  
Elaine Benvenuto  
Kent Borges  
Fredell Boston  
Rachael Bray, Colorado Preservation, Inc.  
Deidre and Ronald Brown, retired  
Hugh and Lynne Brown  
Kaley Brown  
Laurel Campbell, Goodnight Barn  
Rob Carter, PIF Global Foundation  
Karen Christiansen  
Dave Cline, Cline Online Marketing, LLC  
Jane Daniels, Jane Daniels, LLC  
Adam Dembowsitz  
Susan Donaldson  
David Drecktrah  
Margaret Dunn  
Carolyn Elliott  
John Feinberg, The Collaborative, Inc.  
Sam Fernandez  
Allan Fredrick  
Lorena Garrod  
Barbara Gibson  
Robert Gloyd  
Peter Goergen, Concord Summit Capital  
Laura Gorman  
Mary Graff  
Jerome Greene, J. Greene, DDS  
Connie Howes  
Deborah Irwin  
Brian Jones  
Leslie Karnauskas  
Michelle Keel  
Ashleigh Knapp  
Glenn Kraus  
Matthew Kremer, National Trust for Historic Preservation  
James Kroll  
Emma Lane, City of Brighton  
Annie Levinsky, Historic Denver, Inc.  
Julian Lineham, Studio NYL Structural Engineers and Facade Designers  
Jacob McDonald, Pinyon Environmental, Inc.  
Judy McDonald  
Julia Merljak  
William Mohrman  
Aprille Moore, National Development Council  
Melanie Muckle, Historic Boulder, Inc.  
Cookie Murphy-Pettee  
Kevin Murray, Empire Carpentry, LLC  
Jackie Noble, Noble Erickson, Inc.  
Brett O'Sullivan  
Cheryl Palmer  
Sarah Payne  
Jennifer Piche, DoD  
Carol Pierce  
Peggy Richardson  
Kathryn Rudolph  
Adrienne S.  
Nanette Serkes  
Phillip Shelley  
John Stowell  
Charles Szasz  
Kathy Tolman  
Patrick Williams  
Keith Willy, PACE Conservation Solutions  

CONNECTICUT  
Mary Elizabeth Attebery, National Trust for Historic Preservation  
Joseph Racewicz  
Bruce Becker, Becker and Becker  
Jane Bescherer  
Evan Billing  
Maure Briggs  
Susan Campbell  
Robert Cappelletti, Meriden Housing Authority  
Apex Care, Apex Community Care  
Linda Castriota  
Mariellen Chapdelaine  
Frank Chiaramonte  
Brittany Chinigo  
Hope Crescione  
Joseph DaSilva, DaSilva Realty  
Kimber Degling, Innerglass  
David Dougherty  
Michael Fitzsimmons  
Carol Gabor, Bass Pro Shops  
David Garfield, Advanced Surfaces/CTI  
Jessica Glass, Wood Memorial Library Trust  
Leigh Grant, Leigh Grant Appraisals, LLC  
Karen Havrilla  
Bill Kraus, C.W. Kraus Preservation & Development  
George Lamb, Sierra Club  
Sharron LaPlante  
Wendell Livingston, Rowayton Historical Society, Inc.  
Kenton McCoy, QA+M Architecture  
Patrick McMahon, Vibrant CT Consulting, LLC  
Jane Montanaro, Preservation Connecticut  
Colleen Murdock, Shuttercraft, Inc.  
A. Neiman  
David Parker, David Scott Parker Architects  
Kimberley Parsons-Whitaker, CT Main Street Center  
Dominic Percopo, OCTI / Orange Indivisible  
Deborah Shapiro, Municipal Historian, City of Middletown  
Carey Shea, Friends of Zion Hill Cemetery  
Caroline Sloat  
Kim Smith Barnett  
Castaneda Solinis  
William Steinmayer  
Kevin Walsh  
Arthur Wensinger, Wesleyan University  
Elizabeth Werner  
Melvin Woody  
Christopher Yurkovsky  

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA  
Thomas Amdur, National Housing & Rehabilitation Association  
De’Andre Anderson, De’Andre Anderson  
Meg Annacone, National Trust for Historic Preservation  
Lizzy Barringer, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Deborah Bauer, Home Depot
Kevin Carder, National Trust Community Investment Corporation
Chinese American Citizens Alliance, DC Chapter
Alexis Clark
Amanda Cline, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Scott DeMartino, Scott P DeMartino/Dentons US LLP
James Driver
EHT Traceries
William Fiederlein, National Trust Community Investment Corporation
Kathleen Galvan
Hannah Gilbertson
Pamela Goddard, National Parks Conservation Association
Erik Hein, National Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers
Alison Hinchman
Merrill Hoopengardner, National Trust Community Investment Corporation
Scott Sergio, Nixon Peabody, LLP
Marcus Jones, National Trust Community Investment Corporation
Megan Kearns
Cynthia Kelly, Atomic Heritage Foundation
Jesse Kreier, Georgetown University Law Center
Michelle Magalong, Asian & Pacific Islander Americans in Historic Preservation
Anthony Maruca
Arthur Mboue, Remote
Jenean McKay
Rebecca Miller, DC Preservation League
Carl Nash, National Trust Community Investment Corporation (NTCIC)
Rob Naylor, Preservation Action
Christine Newman
Lauren O McHale, The L’Enfant Trust
Michael Phillips, National Trust Community Investment Corporation
Yamona Pierce, Hamilton Foundation
Scott Sergio, Nixon Peabody, LLP
Corey Shaw Jr.
Patrick Sheary, DAR
Kaitlyn Snyder, National Housing & Rehabilitation Association
Hanna Stark, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Donald Symmes
Katie Wiacek, Hines
Benjamin William
Kelly Paras, National Trust for Historic Preservation

**FLORIDA**
Diana Agnoli
Audrey Ashford
Glenn Barclift
Joline Barth
Peter Belmont, Preserve the ‘Burg
Larry Benvenuti
Edith Berman
Burt Binner
Beulah Flournoy Blanks, Law Office of Beulah Flournoy Blanks PA
Anthony Borzillo
Christian Brady
John Braynon
Bob Brucker
David Byrne, David Byrne Mobile Marine
Sandra Caputo, Baha’i Faith
Linda Cassaro
Kathleen Cavalcante
Andrea Chisari
Eithne Clarke
Rosemary Colson, First Presbyterian Church, Tallahassee
Elizabeth Congo
Lura Conner-Castles
Roberta Correa
Suzanne Crockett
Susan Cumins, Dade Heritage Trust, Editor
Mary Dance
Fred Davis
Todd Davis, Brow- Davis Architecture & Interiors
Carmela DeMorest
Jean Dibble
Erin DiFazio, Sarasota Alliance for Historic Preservation
Rebecca Dreisbach, Anne Rogers Realty Group, Inc.
Matt Emmer
Irwin Epstein
Marian Erwin
Sylvia Ewerts
Janice Feinglass, National Trust for Historic Preservation
George Ferris, Ferris, Baker, Watts
Eileen Fonferko, Marshfield Photography
Guy Forchion, Virginia Key Beach Park Trust
Penelope Forrester
Robert Friedlander
Harriette Friend, Everglades Society for Historic Preservation

**DELAWARE**
Monique Chadband, Middletown Main Street, Inc
Margaretta Colt
Lorraine Dion
Dorothy Dobbyn
Alan Emsley, A.C.E. Property Management
Joan Goodfellow
Susan Hannell
Robert Herrera, The Mill Wilmington
Ellen Homsey
Patricia A. Maley, AICP
John Martin, Preservation Delaware, Inc.
William Minster
Tana Naftzinger
Mary O'Donnell
Dwayne Riley, Studio 16, LLC
Charles Talayi
Carrolla Temple, Stop The Traffic
Paul Warwick
Sheila Withelder, Aston Township Historical Society
Kristen Rossert
Iris Patty Yermak
Terrell Fritz, Flagler Business Improvement District
Larry Furgal, Xistent
Gilbert Gott, Plant City Photo Archives and History Center
Karyn Graham
Sandra Green, Divine Finance
April Grossman
Patricia Grove
Joanne Guru
David Hagen
Andrew Ham, Urban Trust Capital
Jack Hamilton, BCH Inc
Ann Harrell, Mary S. Harrell Black Heritage Museum
Frankie Harris, JHS
Doug Helliesen, Ship’s Carpentry
Anne Henry
Elizabeth Hepola Roth, EHR Art
Christine Hicks, City of Palm Springs
Virginia Hitchcock
Robert Hogan
Shannon Hurst, City of Largo
Quida Jacobs, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Howard Jaffe
Lisa Jensen
Wendy Joffe
Deborah Johnson
William Johnson
Forrest Jolly
Donald Jones, UPS
Susan Kelley, Kelleys
Kathleen Kelly
Yvonne Knowles, Homestead Main Street
Shelley Koop
Kris Lacy, Ameriprise
Don Langford
Larry Lewis, AMR United
Stephanie M. Lewis-Leispeir
Lenore Lipman
Linda Livingston
Patty Lohn
Jim Loveland
Andy Lynn
Valerie Lyons
Scott MacArthur, Wellness Center
John Mackey, JFM, LLC
Sharon Mander
David Martin, WHP, Inc
Bruce Matheson
George Mayer, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Thomas McArdle, Sarasota Alliance for Historic Preservation
Jaquis McCullough
Bonnie McCune,
Mari Mennel-Bell, JazzSLAM
Gina Michaud
Doretta Miller
Kathie Moon
Robert Moore
Dario Morel
Daniel Morneau
Sharon Morris
Pamela Mueller
Joseph Munroe, Joe Munroe Design
Joyce Nelson, Dade Heritage Trust
Susan O’Connor
Richard Ohlendorf
Dean Onessimo, Onessimo Fine Art
Gale Oppenberg
Yasha Osby, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Bob Ostrander
William Passmore
Phillip Pessar
Michelle Piazza
Enid Pinkney, Curtis Foundation
Donna Pisano Storybook Salvage
Valerie Pitaluga, Valerieco, LLC
Susan Ponchot, Suzie Q Zoo, Inc.
Nancy Ponn
Alvera Pritchard
Susanna Pritchard
Ira Raab
Ronald Radden, Salvation
Andrea Repp
Arline Rocco
Verna Rosenzweig
Kerrean Salter, Kerrean Salter, LLC
Sally Salzer
Julie Santamaria
Julie Scofield, City of Sanford
Vivian Shayne
Sarah Sidbeck
Mikaela Sierra
Anne Sluder, Bay Realty Group
Bradley Smith
Francis Smith
David B. Smith, The Palms of Largo
Dr. William M. Smith, Jr.
Suzanne Smithr
Reginald Spengler
John Spooner, Brown & Brown
Jennifer Spooner, Victoria Waterfront Estate, LLC
Gavi Stevens
Toska Strong, Banyan Tree Construction, LLC
Christian Switzer, Ivanhoe Village
Stefan Taylor
John Thomas, Thomas Enterprises
Doris Tillman, Main Street Fort Pierce
Renae VanWagner
Mary Helen Venos
Ted Von Eiff
Charlotte Walker
Elizabeth Watts
Eric West, Eagle Yachts
Linda Wilson
Franklin Wright, Sarasota Alliance for Historic Preservation
Nataliya Yakovleva, Nataliya PLLC

GEORGIA
Cary Aiken
Emily Allmond, Historic Macon Foundation
Collins Anderson
Smokey Ardiss
Betsy Berman, Sunrise Environments, Inc.
Miranda Black, University of Georgia
Eric Blades, Novogradac
Michael Bleicher
Amelia Bovingdon
Richard Bramblett, New2Me
Margot Brennan
Karishma Brough, KB counseling
Monica Callahan
Laura W Carter
Christopher Culbreath, The Culbreath Life Center
Denise Cygan
Debbie D., EC
Linda E. Davis, Friends of Brooklyn Cemetery
Kimberly Davis, Historic Athens
Alexandra DeLuca
Laura Driscoll
Janine Duncan
John Ervin, Eye Center of Central Georgia
Susan Fant, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Lisa Flaherty, Delta Air Lines
Theresa M Flynn, Historic Athens
William Foster
Ethiel Garlington, Historic Macon Foundation, Inc
Cheryl Gaston, M.C. Twinklin’s, Inc.
Ryan Griffin, RDG Ventures, LLC
Linda Guthrie
Claire Hanna
Lynn Harden, Reconsidered
Kathy Harris, Greensboro GA Historic Preservation Commission
Freya Harris
Lance Healy, FD Real Asset Advisors
Nina Hellerstein, Historic Athens
Victoria Hertwig, Historic Macon Foundation
Mathew Hill, Main Street Brunswick
Joel Hoffman, Historic Athens
Rhett Holmes, IDP Properties
Bianca Howard, City of Hapeville
Jon Jefferson
Anne Johnston, St. George Rosenwald School Corporation and Town of St. George, SC
Jim Kerr
Priyanka Khote, Historic Athens
Nathan Kimbrell
Kim Klonowski
Kenneth Kocher, City of Madison, HPC
Raymond Lampe
Beverly Jeanne Lewis
Jennifer Lewis
Melissa Link, Athens-Clarke County
Wendy Lutes, Brunswick Downtown Development Authority
Lynn Manzione
Melody Martin
Carole Mathews
Kin McCarthy
Lynne McClintock, Historic Athens
Greg McColister, CAC Specialty
Mark McDonald, Georgia Trust for Historic Preservation
Kayla McElreath, University of Georgia
John McPeek, JSM Numerical Analysis Services
Jane McPherson, Historic Athens
Megan McPherson, UGA
Marietta Monaghan, Kennesaw State University
Kristen Morales, Historic Athens
Quint Newcomer, Architectural Collaborative
Michelle Nguyen, Historic Athens Welcome Center
Joseph Odom, Home Depot
Xochilth Ortiz, Historic Athens
Sarah Owen, University of Georgia
Wanda Patton, Hall County Government
Kristie Person, New South Associates, Inc.
Olivia Pontiff, Kronberg Urbanists Architects
Colleen C. Reynolds, Historic Savannah Foundation
Patricia Reynolds
Kim Rich Meister, Kim Rich Meister Interiors
Janet Riddell, Riddell Dunaway Design
John Rittelmeyer
Suzanne Roberts, City of Calhoun, Georgia DDA
B. Robinson
Carrol Rose
Robert Ross
Kate Ruland
Joan Ryan
Lance Sabbe, City of Brunswick Planning & Appeals Commission
Margaret Schloemer
Michael Schneider
Meghan Shannon, Houser Walker Architecture
Caitlin Short, Historic Athens
Janice Simon, University of Georgia
Karen Singletary
Christian Sottile, Sottile & Sottile
Virginia Soules
Teresa Southern, Southern Surge Strategies
Sally Spelbring
Jesse Speltz, Cabretta Capital
Joseph Stuart
Dr. R. Candy Tate, Culture Centers International
Nancy Tinker, Thomasville Landmarks
Tommy Valentine, Historic Athens
Daphne Walker, Lyons Main Street
Kimberly Ward, Black Bear Studio LLC
Brent Watts, Cabretta Capital
Jacque Wells
Ethan West, Historic Athens
Roger Whitmire
Colleen Willoughby, Ward Architecture + Preservation
Missy Wilson
Hollis Yates, Historic Athens
Leah Yetter, Leah Yetter Photography
Jay Evans
John Fleming

GUAM
Guam Preservation Trust

HAWAII
Terry Akana
Donna Ambrose, Donna’s Detours - Private Tours of Oahu, LLC
Lori Apuna
Ted Bohlen
Sarahlynn Bower
Carol Carpenter
Geri Cheng
Elle Cook, IBM
Robert Crone
Philip Deters
Jeffrey Dodge, JN Dodge Properties
Dan Dowdall
David Easa, University of Hawaii
Cindy Evans
Uson Ewart
Cynthia Gillette-Wenner
Ann Horwath
Beth Iwata, Historic Hawaii Foundation
Mark James, Loan Officer-Bank of Hawaii
Nalei Kahakalau
Hale Mua
Luana Kama
Herman K. Kama, Jr.
Kim Lauko, ASM Affiliates, Inc.
Vanessa Lee Miller, Lost and Found: A Virtual Repatriation
Edward Lum
Pamela MacDonald
Maydean Martin
Patricia Mazingo, Waiakoa Enterprises
Wendie McAllaster, HHF planners
Antya Miller, Haleiwa Waialua Historical Society
Richard Morris, FPSI of Hawaii, Inc.
Marie Owens, Owens & Co.
William Quinlan, Historic Hawaii Foundation
Magdalena R.
Kathleen Sato, Kat Sato Design
Don Shaw, Don Shaw AIA
Kathy Shimata
Shayne Stambler
Anne Marie Suafai, SOH/DLIR/WDD
Christopher Sullivan
Victoria Talbot, American Institute of Archaeology
Roberta Tanner, Southern Cross Unlimited, LLC
Yukie Tokuyama
Taylor Traub, SWCA Environmental Consultants
Janis Turner
Paul Weissman, Paul Weissman Architects
Angie Westfall, Mason Architecture and Historic Consulting
Willis Yap
K. Yoklavich, Mason Architecture and Historic Consulting

IDAHO
Hilary Anderson, City of Coeur d'Alene and Idaho Chapter of the American Planning Association
Heidi Andrade
Courtney Beebe
Linda Borders
Greg Bosen, Wallace Historic Preservation Society
Walter Burns
Diane Conroy, White Spring Ranch Museum/Archive Library
Keith Dary, Wallace Chamber of Commerce
Ellen Dexter
Dan Everhart
Byron Folwell, Architect LLC
Courtney Frieh, TF
Robyn Harrison, R.W. H. Enterprises
William Jerrems, Boise State University
Elizabeth Keitel, Wallace Historic District
Cynthia Lien, Volunteer Wallace
Alexandria Marienau, City of Coeur d'Alene Historic Preservation Commission
Janet Matthews
Anneliese Miller, Miller Stauffer Architects
Beverly Mitchell
Ashley Molloy
Michael Molloy
Sarah Murphy, Sol and Serre Floral Studio

IOWA
Alta Bardsley
Sterling Barlow
Amber Beitzel
Nancy Bennett, Mainstreet Centerville
C. Jean Boomershine
Roy D. Buol, Mayor, Dubuque
Jacqueline Clark, Jackie's Janitorial Service
Eric Crouch
Sandy Emerson, Emerson Valuation
Diane Franken
Connie Ferguson
Steve Frevert, Historic Valley Junction Foundation
Sandra Fry, Power in Progress
Daniel Gan
Gronen Properties
Teri Goodmann
Sarah Grunewaldt, Main Street Washington, Inc.
Duane Hagerty, Heritage Works, Inc.
De Heaton, Corning Opera House
Steven Herwig
Winston Huang
Wayne Kreutner, ReMax
Holly Kukkonen
David Maier
Michael Matthes, PACT
Hillary Maurer, Advanced Design & Management
Lynette McManus, City of McGregor
Sammantha Neys
Joy Pudget, Hotel Manning
Diane Pedersen
Maura Pfiecher, Linn County Historic Preservation Commission
Tim Rex, Mad Tim Enterprises, Inc.
Randall Rings, Rings Law, P.L.C.
Diane Sinclair
Christa Skaggs
Clare Smith Larson
Philip Stoffregen
Gail Tadlock
Travis Toliver, Waverly Chamber of Commerce/ Main Street
Britt Vickstrom
Janet Vielhaber
Christopher Wand
Marya Zanders
Richard Ziettlow, Le Mars Historic Preservation Commission

IDAHO
Hilary Anderson, City of Coeur d'Alene and Idaho Chapter of the American Planning Association
Heidi Andrade
Courtney Beebe
Linda Borders
Greg Bosen, Wallace Historic Preservation Society
Walter Burns
Diane Conroy, White Spring Ranch Museum/Archive Library
Keith Dary, Wallace Chamber of Commerce
Ellen Dexter
Dan Everhart
Byron Folwell, Architect LLC
Courtney Frieh, TF
Robyn Harrison, R.W. H. Enterprises
William Jerrems, Boise State University
Elizabeth Keitel, Wallace Historic District
Cynthia Lien, Volunteer Wallace
Alexandria Marienau, City of Coeur d'Alene Historic Preservation Commission
Janet Matthews
Anneliese Miller, Miller Stauffer Architects
Beverly Mitchell
Ashley Molloy
Michael Molloy
Sarah Murphy, Sol and Serre Floral Studio

IOWA
Alta Bardsley
Sterling Barlow
Amber Beitzel
Nancy Bennett, Mainstreet Centerville
C. Jean Boomershine
Roy D. Buol, Mayor, Dubuque
Jacqueline Clark, Jackie's Janitorial Service
Eric Crouch
Sandy Emerson, Emerson Valuation
Diane Franken
Connie Ferguson
Steve Frevert, Historic Valley Junction Foundation
Sandra Fry, Power in Progress
Daniel Gan
Gronen Properties
Teri Goodmann
Sarah Grunewaldt, Main Street Washington, Inc.
Duane Hagerty, Heritage Works, Inc.
De Heaton, Corning Opera House
Steven Herwig
Winston Huang
Wayne Kreutner, ReMax
Holly Kukkonen
David Maier
Michael Matthes, PACT
Hillary Maurer, Advanced Design & Management
Lynette McManus, City of McGregor
Sammantha Neys
Joy Pudget, Hotel Manning
Diane Pedersen
Maura Pfiecher, Linn County Historic Preservation Commission
Tim Rex, Mad Tim Enterprises, Inc.
Randall Rings, Rings Law, P.L.C.
Diane Sinclair
Christa Skaggs
Clare Smith Larson
Philip Stoffregen
Gail Tadlock
Travis Toliver, Waverly Chamber of Commerce/ Main Street
Britt Vickstrom
Janet Vielhaber
Christopher Wand
Marya Zanders
Richard Ziettlow, Le Mars Historic Preservation Commission
Julia Oxarango-Ingram, Cross Roads Concepts & Consulting
Garrett Prettyman, Fitora LLC
Ged Randall, Lewiston City Council
Marilyn Sabella, Idaho Heritage Trust
Lisa Straza, Lisa J. Straza Real Estate
Barbara Strother, Spokehouse
David Walker
Sandra Walters
Gary Wattles
Ron Wormser, Arts & Historic Preservation Commission, Nampa
Luanne Wuerfel, Blackboard Café

**ILLINOIS**

John A Riley
Quinn Adamowski, Landmarks Illinois
Dawn Albanese
Johnnie Allen, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Brian Anderson, McKinney C19
Stephen Anderson
Gary Anderson, Studio GWA
Elizabeth Arsenault, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Kaye Aurigemma, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Susan Aylin
James Bateman, Central Illinois Landmarks Foundation
David Baum, Baum Revision
Charles Baumann
Jayne Bernhard, City of Joliet
Donnie Bissell, Friends of Ziock
Michelle Blackley
Tim Bleuher
LeRoy Blommaert
Jane Bodine
Linda Brennan, Premierea
Nathaniel Brown
Jackson Brown
Carolyn Campbell
Eileen Ceisel
Mae Chin, AARP
Gwendolyn Clark
Richard Clough
Annette B. Collins
Anice Cook
Robert Craig
Jane Crawford, Concept Real Estate Group
Steven Cypher
Albert David
Maria de la Rosa-Young
Valeri DeCastris, Ethnic Village Neighborhood Organization
Jerry Drake
John Dwyer
Maureen Ellis
Janet Elson
James Fancher
Rachel Firgens, MacRostie Historic Advisors, LLC
Jean Follett-Thompson, Landmarks Illinois
Allison Fradkin, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Janice Frankel
Jackie Freeman
Louise Friedenson
Claire Gabbois
Michaelene Galus
Deborah Garber
Jennifer Gilbert
Gibson Glass
Barbara Gordon
Marcus Gottlieb, D.D.S.
Kathryn Grindley
Robert Handelsman
David Hanna, Hannaberry Farm
Wendy Jo Harmston, Old Irving Park Association
Carla Hasegawa-Ahrendt
Laura Haule
Gary Hawk
Heather Hayden
John Hoffman, Bracket Partners
Joyce Hofmann
Robert Joynt, ACD Museum
Steven Karlowski, Infrastructure Engineering, Inc.
Linda Kennedy
Robert Kepka
Bill King, WPPC
Carl Klein
Joan Knutson, Farnsworth House
Maureen Koneval
Barbara Kopelman
Margaret Krause
Nancy Kullman
Curtis Kuppler
Wayne Larsen
Eric Larson
Vivien Lasken, Preservation Partners of the Fox Valley
Melissa Lawrence
Edmund Leahy
Jeralyn Lewitz
Mary Liss
Timothy Malin
Carol Marcus, Villa Park Historic Preservation Commission
Joseph Marlin
Carolyn Marsalek
David Mathers, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Lana May
Elizabeth Mcauliffe, Sacred Heart Convent
Caroline Mead
Jan Mehn, JM(2)
Erin Meilinger
Kathy Michaelson
Sterling Minturn
Maxine Mitchell, Applied Real Estate Analysis, Inc.
Annie Morse, SAIC
Michael Moulds
Stephen Myers, Myers Family Real Estate of Springfield, LLC
Jerry and LuAnn Navarra
Terri Nedzvekas
Sarah Odishoo
Diane Oestreich, Rock Island Preservation Society
Linda Ogren
Irene O’Neill, Awakenings Project
Kaity O’Reilly
Mark Pawlowicz
Sara Phalen
Gloria Picchetti
Robert Posdal, Surgical Instrument Service Co.
Karen Rees
Susan Remington
Marcus Ricci, City of Urbana Planning Division
Gerhard Richter
William Ristow
Glenn Rogers, Chicago Art Deco Society
Eric Rogers, Frank Lloyd Wright Building Conservancy
Terry Rohan
Jennifer Romans
Pat Rose, The Art Odyssey
John Rosing
Barbara Sandberg
Kurt Schackmuth
Lana Schmitt
Walter Schmitt
Joy Schultz
Gary Schwab
Ronalda Schweit
Carla Scott
Kristina Seegren
Alan Shannon
John Simon, John D Simon LLC
Veronica Sloma
MJ Strimbu
Cheryl Svoboda
Jerry Swanson
Dennis Szcesniak
Julia Testin
Sheila Vemmer
Kenneth Walz
Marsha Warren, Inner Gate
Barbara Watson, City of Kankakee
Ann Watt
Casey Weeks, University of Illinois
Denise Wells Palfy, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Diane Williams
Teresa Wilmot, Unitarian Universalist Church, Rockford
Zak Wilson, Citizens for Glen Ellyn Preservation
Eric Wollscheid
Margaret Woodford
Paula Woods
Steven Wright
Russ Ziegler, Safe and Sound

**INDIANA**
Doris Ashbrook, Preserve Richmond
Lucinda Baker, Our Town
Robert Barlow, Attorney
Kevan Biggs, Biggs Group
Lawrence Blaschke
Anna Butterfield
Sandra Clothier
Michelle Cone, Lawrenceburg Main Street
Elizabeth Connolley, Francisca Alliance
Anne Crafton, RE/MAX Revolution
John Crombie, Crombie HRDWD Dimension
Savannah Darr
Philip Davich, Arch, Inc.
Marsh Davis, Landmarks Indiana
Karen DeForest, Downtown Angola Coalition
Mark Dollase
Joseph Engler, Historic Evansville
Ann Finchum, Auburn Main Street
Lorene Frischkneath
Stephen Gilbert
Quintin Griffin
Julie Gutwein, Gutwein Historic Real Estate, LLC
Lauren Hacker, St. Luke’s UMC
Lexxi Haddock, Attica Main Street
Becki Harris, Logan’s Landing
Timothy Heck, Professor
Jennifer Hollingshead
Maryanne Imes, JW1, Ltd.
James Jachimiak, Square Deal Contracting
Sharon Janson
Braedyn Kelley
Jeff Kingsbury, Greenstreet, Ltd.
Jeff Kingsbury, Jeff Kingsbury
Cheryl Kingsbury
Edward Kuzz
Michael Lacopo, Roots4U.com
Laura Lewis
Terrence McCloskey
Darilynn McCoy
Daniel Michalak
Judy Mohler
Rev. Mr. R. Montgomery
Sue Morrison
Rebecca Murray
John Oberlies
Kathleen O’Connell
Old National Bank
Pamela Oleson, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Mark O’Neall
Gale Powelson, St. Rose of Lima Historical Preservation
Mark Powers
Cathy Rausch
S. Reiff, National Trust for Historic Preservation
William Ryerson, Nature’s Back Yard
Brendan Scholl, Indiana University-Bloomington,
O’Neill School of Public and Environmental Affairs
Donny Seals
Greg Sekula, Indiana Landmarks
Jason Shelley, AIA Indiana
Elizabeth Smith
Liz Straw
Jennifer Taylor
Leah Thomas Brown, Thomas Brown Holdings
Brenda Truedell-Bell, Khem-Sci Research and Development Company
Deborah And David Upchurch, Apex Medical
Kathy Vermeulen
Matt Vermillion
Carla Vossler
Michelle Wells, Mariposa Consignments
Katie Wertz, Katie Wertz
Edie Wicker, Nourishing Ecology
Paula Winzeler
Laura Yeo, National Trust for Historic Preservation

**KANSAS**
Patrick Alderdice
Kristin Arioli
Ron Bebb
Jayme Chapin, Go! Augusta
Betty Gillespie
Sara Gillespie
Randy Harmon
Kathy Hastings, Kate Hastings & Associates
John Heckman, Heckman & Associates
Robert Hosack, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Marsha King
Michael Marsh, CPA/Marks-Nelson
Brad Miller
Teresa Miller, North Topeka West NIA
Jake Mooney, MRE Capital
Dyana Morgan, Morgan Appraisal Service, LLC
William Morris, William Morris Associates Architects
Linda Morris, William Morris Associates Architects
America Patton, Vernon-Multi Purpose Center
Susannah Pauley, Boston Place, LLC
Justin Pregont, PomEROy Development/1913 Apartments
Marc Ridenour, First United Methodist Church
Rosin Preservation
Wendy Scheidt, Leavenworth Main Street Program
Mike Seiwert, MSA - Mike Seiwert Architects, LLC
Richard Selack
Tabatha Snodgrass, Independence Main Street
Stephen Sprowls
Eric Steiner
Ingrid VanBiber, Polsinelli

**LOUISIANA**
Dennis F Adams, Christopher Homes
Ava Allmont, Cushing Terrell
Becky Andrews
Molly Baker, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Alicia Bantaa, Carr, Rigs & Ingram
Walter Baudier, Design Engineering, Inc.
Allison Baudier, Providence Community Housing
Timothy Baudier, TED Enterprises, LLC
Gabrielle Begue, MacRostie Historic Advisors
Donna Berg
Cathy Beshel, Coliseum Square Association
Ron Blitch, Blitch Knevel Architects
George Bond, GNOICC
Charlotte Bourgeois, Providence Community Housing
Ralph Bradshaw, Wisnia | Architecture + Development
George Brower, Tax Credit Capital, LLC
Kelly Calhoun, Talbot Historic Properties
Derlin Gerard Clair
Rachel Clayton
Joshua Collen, HRI Communities
Clay Colton, Baseline Productions, LLC
Renette Cook, Heritage/Sacred Heart
Michelle Cramer
Brian Davis, Louisiana Trust for Historic Preservation
Danielle Del Sol, Preservation Resource Center of New Orleans
Marseah Delatte, New Orleans Restoration Properties
Kelly Dellsperger
Adrienne Dickerson, Louisiana Division of Historic Preservation
Pauline Dickey
George Dupuy, Home Bank
Stephen Dwyer, Dwyer Cambre & Suffern
Elkins, P.L.C Enhanced Capital
Jeff Feilden, MCC Real Estate & Development Co.
Barbara Fleming
R. West Freeman III, West Freeman Photo
Alexistori Gonzalez, Green living Sustainability
Jim Green, Jocelyn's Gems

**KENTUCKY**
Tara Alsip, Ray Black & Son, Inc.
John Althaus
Anne Arensberg, Vital Sites Louisville KY
Donna Barnes
Edith Bingham
Emily Boone, LCSW
Thomas Brierly
Hannah Brooks, Heart of Scottsville, Inc.
David A Browning
Matthew Brun
Sam Burgess, Carrollton Main Street Program
Mary Burnett, Historic Homeplaces
Peggy Calhoun, Calhoun and Cooke Insurance
A.C. Clark
Brittani Coy, National Development Council (NDC)
Helen Dedman, James Harrod Trust
Dolores Delahanty
Stephen Dutschke
Evelyn Evans
Bobbie Gothard, Tri-Cities Heritage Development Corp.
Jimmy Hand, Main Street Homer
Ryan Herringshaw, Providence Community Housing
William Hoffman, Woodward Interests, LLC
Marguerite Hoffpauir
Kimberly Hollard, Providence Community Housing
HRI Properties
Paul Irons, New Orleans Restoration Properties
Fairleigh Jackson, Preserve Louisiana
Keyon Jeff, IPSC
Jones Walker
Patricia Kahle, Shadows-on-the-Teche
Chase Klugh
Kathy Laborde, GCHP
Whitney LaNasa, Stonehenge Capital
Amanda Lanata, The Quality Handyman, LLC
Rodney Leblanc, Leblanc & Associates, LLC
William Legier, De La Tour Holdings, LLC
Jonathan Leit, Alembic Community Development
Tom Leonhard, HRI Properties
Mr. and Mrs. Cregg McCullin
Jordan Monsour, Butler Snow, LLP
John Moran, Moran Construction Consultants, LLC
Jamie Manders, DDS, APDC
Gary Nelm
Dyke Nelson, DNA Workshop
Donald Price
Frank Rabalais, Urbis, LLC
Rosalind Reynaud, PPLLC
Skye Rose
Roth Law Firm
Christie Ruppel
Jean Sayres, Louisiana Trust for Historic Preservation
and National Trust for Historic Preservation Advisor
Shelby Shankle, Campo Architects
Jeanne Stangle, Friends of Camp Salmen Nature Park, Inc.
Stonehenge Capital Company, LLC
Liz Swaine, Shreveport Downtown Development
Authority
Florence Rae Svent, Tyrone Plantation
Ann Swigart, Ann Swigart Painting and Design
Tax Credit Capital, LLC
LaVerne Thomas
Peter Trapolin, Trapolin-Peer, Architects
Leah Tubbs, Preservation Resource Center
Caleb Walls
Wisznia | Architecture + Development
Daniel Weiner, Wisznia Architecture
Michael Whitehead, Wisznia
Marcel Wisznia, Wisznia Company, Inc.

**MASSACHUSETTS**

Susan Adams
Vicki Adjami, Communication via Design
James Alexander, Finegold Alexander, Architects
Louise Ambler
Judy Anderson, Marblehead Architecture Heritage
Joan Angelosanto
Architectural Heritage Foundation
Todd Atkins
Leonard Bachelder
Karyn Barry
Marc Berube
Miki Blair
Lisa Bob
Carrie Bolster
Victor Bonneville
Susan Brauner, Parker Associates
Nancy Carleton
Carlisle Tax Credits
Gaia Cole
Rodnell Collins, Malcolm X Ella L. Little-Collins House
Wanda Corn, Stanford University
Edythe Cox
Janet Cornacchio, Scituate Arts Association
Maureen Coughlin
Angus Crowe
Erin Doherty
Ainsley Donaldson
Shannon Donoghue
Dan Drazen, Trinity Financial, Inc.
Laura Driemeyer, Preservation Company
Frances Duffy, Frances Lessin Duffy
Kirsten Erbse
Arnold Erikson
Connor Fallon, Carlisle Tax Credit Advisors
Minxie Fannin, Fannin/Lehner Preservation Consultants
Liz Field
M. Fifield
Alan Finder
Diane Fisher, Coldwell Banker Realty
Caroline Gakenheimer
Greg Galer, Boston Preservation Alliance
Nancy Gates
Susan Grant Rosen
Holly Gray, Cottage-on-Caramoor
Willis Gray
Gregg Greenough, Brigham and Women's Hospital
Donald Gross
Gary Hammer
Barry Hart
Carol Hawrylciw
Amy Henry
Maria Celia Hernandez, Saving Places
Priscilla Herrington
David Honn, David Honn Architects
Jessica Hunt
Sue Ellyn Idelson, Clocktower Tax Credits, LLC
James Igoe, Preservation Massachusetts
Pat Irwin
Virginia Jastromb
Peter Kahigian
Anne Kazlauskas
James Keats
Patti Kelleher, Preservation Planner
David Keller, National Trust for Historic Preservation
John Kelly
Richard Kettle
Edward King
Anandita Kumar
Roger E Laberge
Laura Lacombe
Michael LeBlanc, Utile, Inc.
Sandra Legasey
Jeff Marr
Stuart McDougal
Sarah McKee
Paul Medini
Tristram Metcalfe, Metcalfe Associates
Sharon Lee Minchen Regan
Susan Montague
Matt Montgomery, The Trustees of Reservations
Cynthia Morrell, First Congregational Church, UCC
Sheila Mullins
Judy Neiswander, Dedham Historical Commission
Beatrice Nessen, Boston Preservation Alliance
John Odams, First Baptist Church of Boston
J. Archer O’Reilly III, Revolution250
Robin Perera
Benjamin Perrett, Chesterwood
Michael Peters, STM
Miriam Pichey
Christine Piekarски
R. Plourde
Isaiah Plovnick
Eileen Prefontaine
Lynn Reynolds
Laurie Richardson
Marilynne Roach
Anthony Rosner
David Sacks
Micah Simmons
Jeffrey Sladen, Sladen Feinstein Integrated Lighting
Danielle Smida, Creative Haverhill
Michelle D. Smith, MP-C
Donna Souza, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Patricia Stano
Mark Sullivan
Catharine Sullivan, Boston Preservation Alliance
Kylie Sullivan, Salem Main Streets
Anne Swanson, Neighborhood Association of the Back Bay
Erika Tarlin, MacRostie Historic Advisors, LLC
Judith Terry
Gary Thaler
Robert Thomas, Boston Preservation Alliance
Jack Train, Project Executive for Union Station and Grand Central Restorations
Janes Treyz
Bonnie Troupe, Stonehill College
Tony Ursillo
Sam Valentine,
Virginia Vollmar
Judy Walker
Ann Walters, WDS/A
Susan Whitehead
Beverly Wodicka, Easthampton Historic Commission
Patricia Wolongevicz
Rena Zurofsky

MARYLAND
Barbara Baker
Colleen Barlow
Howard Barnett, Barnett Plumbing, Inc.
Cathy Barton
Chris Berger, City of Gaithersburg
Bruce Boswell, Oliver Place Properties
Jane Bowie, OCNA

Sean Boyle, Maury Donnelly & Parr
Germano Brandes, AMORC
David Brown, Bearden Brown, LLC
Ward Bucher, Encore Sustainable Architects
Mushtaq Bukhari
Laura Burns
Lillie Caldwell, Freetown Community Improvement Association
Jim Chrimer, Historical Society Harford County MD
Keith Cornish, Maces Lane Community Center
Robyn Costello
Elly Cowan, Preservation Maryland
M. Cowles
Mike Crist
Cross Street Partners
Grace Davenport, Forgotten Landscapes Research
Susan De La Torre
Kate DeHart, JMS
Holly DeKarske, Easton Economic Development Corp.
Steve Draper
Christopher Ecker
Kelsey Farrish, University of Maryland
Nina Fleegle, Main Street Historic Chestertown, Inc.
Claire Fulton
Benjamin Gerard
Barbara Gifford
Katherine Good, Waldon Studio Architects
Leslie Gottert, Maryland Association of Historic District Commissions
Kari Grabinski, National Park Service
Patrick Grace, Trademark Properties
Suzanne Greene, ASLA
Denise Grote
Exa Grubb, Maryland-National Park and Planning Commission
Virginia Halcomb
John Harris, Arch Social Club
Joslyn Hayes, NTIS
Jim Herman, Charlestown Retirement Community
Charles Hessler
Laura Houston
Hayward Howard, Maury, Donnelly & Parr
John Hudacek
Noreen Hyre
Marilyn Johnson, The Marilyn Johnson Sewing Design Studio
Melinda Kelleher, Cumberland Downtown Development Commission
Arlene Kerber
Steven King, AT&T Government Solutions
Reed Kohberger
Danielle Kozlowski
Stephen Krawczyk
Jim Krebs
Kirsten Kulis
M. Langelan, Langelan & Associates
Paul LaVardera, MDP/NTIS
Laura Lavernia
Dominique Lee, Ingram Cecil Jewelry
Kate Lenzer, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Sakinah Linder, Keen Preservation Solutions, LLC
Ruth Louie, Joy of Travel, LLC
Paul Lubell

**MAINE**


**MICHIGAN**

Donna Delisi
Alita DeMarco, Eclectic DeSigns
Jeff Dombrowski, West Michigan Housing Alliance
Nicholas Dupuis, City of Birmingham
Elizabeth Durrett
Lee Engstrom
Sharon Ferraro, City of Kalamazoo
Nancy Finegood, Finegood Consulting
Carol Fletcher
Rebecca Fonner
Kristina Fronrath, Silver Linings Counseling
Brenda Gappy
Donald Garlit
Beverly Garvin, Garrett Evangelical Theological Seminary
Oliver Genn
Dave Gilbert
Kenneth Gold
Jack Goodnoe, Land Planning and Design Associates
Richard Han
Michael Hartt, Hartt Antiques Gallery, LLC
Helen Hebben
Kyle Hibbard
Michael Higgins, Leland House
Linda Hixson
Maureen Hughes
Ryan Jackson
Staci Johnson
Gary Keene
Jean Knowlton
Dean Koy
Jon Krueger
John Lazor, Lazor Tree Farm
Corey Leon, National Development Council - Detroit Office
Mary Jane Liddy-Moore, Country Club of Detroit
Camilla Liebold
Anna Love, Fife Lake Area Historical Society
Jill Lyons, Center for The Arts Of Greater Lapeer
Nathan Mack, Downtown South Lyon
Diane VanderBeke Mager, Cranbrook Center for Collections and Research
Margaret Mauti
Hannah McCready, Fair Lane, Home of Clara and Henry Ford
Timothy McKay, Workers Row House
Debra Mellentine
Caroline Mitchell
Kim Mitchell
Danielle Moreland, Riviera Theatre & Bar
Julie Moylan
Susan Murdie, Unique Clothing & Home
Nelson Nave, N.B. Nave, AIA, Architect
Elden Nedeau
Brenda Nelson, Shrine of the Pines Museum
Melanie Nivelt
Pamela Hall O’Connor, Hon. AIA, Advisor, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Jaclyn Panter, Eastern Michigan University
Roderick Parks, Parks Old Style Bar B Q, Inc.
Evans Pate, Jr.
Nancy Phillips
Tina Pirlot, Flowerland Greenhouse, Inc.

Plante Moran PLLC
Christina Potts, Nailerz
Briana Purcell, Galaxy Girl
Robert and Susa Puscheck
Richard Rabbers, Canal District History
Emily Randles
Michael Raymond
Edward Rice, Macomb Community College
Michelle Roberts, Center Avenue Neighborhood Association
Elaine Robinson, Michigan Historic Preservation Network
Ned Rollins
Susan Sabo
Allen Salyer, BIM
Norman Shotwell
Susan Sickelka, Mt. Pleasant UCC
Mark Snider
Linda Solomon
Mike Soto, Rite Aid
Alison Stankrauff
Janice Stewart
Grace Strong
Joseph Suarez
Marlo Syracuse
Renee Tadey, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Guy Taylor, Green Home Energy
Ann Marie Teli
Gladys Teske
Joanne Tollison
Lee Trucks, Manistee Historic District Commission
Marleen Tulas
Elaine Wickstrom
Nancy Windnagel
Sandra Witherspoon, Northern Shores Community Development, Inc.
Michael Zeller
Michael Zorn, Grand Hotel

MINNESOTA
Lauren Anderson, New History
Elwood Anderson
Erie Anderson
Mike Bahr
Ryan Baka
Melissae Bletsian
Linda Campbell
Paula Claire, Claire and Associate
Jessica Claudio
Helen Cleveland, Threshold Crossing
Jon Commers, Donjek
Cathy Curtis
Candace Dow
Peggy Erickson
Ronald Falk
Richard Fish
Diane Fortney, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Martina Foss Ashworth, Collaborative Design Group
Roxanne Friedenfels, AAUP
Philip Friedlund
Doug Fuerst, Edina Morningqide Community Church
Erie Hanafin Berg, Rethos
Roberta Hanson
Lydia Harrison, Preservation Alliance of Minnesota
Laura Hotvet, Christianson and Co.
Terry Irish
Margaret Keller
Barbara Klucsar
Elizabeth Manning
Harriet McCleary
Will McCartney, Meyer, Borgman & Johnson
Dr. Craig Allen Nelson
Patricia Nelson
Jim Nelson, Jim Nelson
Brent Nystrom, Rebound Partners
Eric Peterschmidt, TightKnit, Inc.
Alva Pingel
Dale Reinecke
Deborah Rosenthal
Mandy S.
E. Christine Schultze, Sole Proprietor | Architect AIA
MT LLC
Taylor Smirkarova, Seward Redesign, Inc.
Jeremiah Smith, BKV Group
Nancy Stevenson
Heidi Swank, Rethos
Jeff Swiontkowski, Hagen, Christensen & Mcllwain
Architects
Dayna Thomas
Luke Viscusi, Ecolibrium3

MISSOURI
Kathy Ames
Jonathan Arnold, Arnold Development Group
Chelsea Bainbridge
Karen Bode Baxter
Cindy Belanger
Marla Berry
Logan Breer, Missouri Main Street Connection
Chet Breitwieser, C. Frederick Breitwieser Antiques
Katelyn Brotherton, Missouri Main Street Connection
Heather Buethe
Jenny Burney, Gateway Arch National Park, NPS
Vic Burton
Molly Butterworth
Dianne Capps, Historic Kansas City
Mary Carpenter, Historic Equity, Inc.
Carol Colligan
Mason Colvin, Reece-Nichols
Staci Cox, Missouri Main Street Connection
DFC Group, Inc.
Bonita Dillard, St. Charles Co. (MO) Historical Society
Andrea Durham, Saint Louis Science Center
Robert Duy, Laerdal
Enhanced Historic Credit Partners
Jim Farrell, Policy Solutions
Dale and Christel Felder, Christian Ministries
Herschel Flowers
Gloria Fooks
Reese Forbes, Veterans for Peace
Judith Freeman
Glenna Garrison Garrison
Don Ghidoni
Amy Gilbertson, Trivers
Irene Gnemi,
Diane Hannah, Missouri Main Street Connection
John Harris
Robert Haslag
Garrison Hassenflu, Garrison COS
JoAnn Hediger, Saint Louis Community College
Suzanne Hightower, Cape Broadway Theatre
Insite Capital
Christine Jordan, Historic Kansas City
Renee Jo
Beth Lake
Janine Lang, Washington University in St. Louis
Cynthia Lee
Anne Leners, P&F Properties
Dina Lewis
Jonne Long, Metropolitan Community Colleges
Bryan Lucore
James M. Deshotels
Eric Mason, Marvin Windows
Kristen Mc Sparren, Rosin Preservation
Geniece Medsker
Marla Mills, Missouri Main Street Connection
Clark Mleynek, Populous Architects, PC
Mary Moncier, Poplar Bluff Jr. High School
Sandra Moore, Advantage Capital
Sonya Morgan, Mayor Pro Tem, City of Excelsior Springs
Jihad Muhammad, African Scientific Research Institute (ASRI)
Jeffrey Neal
Thomas Neff
Brenda Newbern, Visit Cape Cape Girardeau Convention & Visitors Bureau
Martin Owens, LSHPC
Amar Patel, H2O Hospitality, LLC
Rick Pendleton
Stephen Powell, Destination Services
Riley Price, Missouri Preservation
Jill Purvis, Warrensburg Main Street, Inc.
David Rayls
Cynthia Roberson
Rosin Preservation
Gayla Roten, Missouri Main Street Connection, Inc.
Mary Elise Samson, St. Genevieve Welcome Center
Mary Schmitt, School Sisters of Notre Dame
Bonita Shea
Katheryn Shields, City of Kansas City
Greg Snider, Ozarks Investment Properties, LLC
Douglas Stevick
Jan Stewart
Krystal Torres, Missouri Main Street Connection
Jacob Wagner, University of Missouri-Kansas City
Lillian Wesley, Sugar Creek Capital
Elise Westwood, Historic Equity, Inc.
Benjamin White, Missouri Main Street Connection
Kathleen Wilson
Keith Winge, Missouri Main Street Connection
Richard Zellich
Carl Zimmerman

MISSISSIPPI
Eddie Anderson
Odie Avery, City of Starkville, MS
Alyssa Benedict, Water Valley Main Street Association
Milton Chambliss, Claiborne County Economic Development District - Port Gibson, MS
Elizabeth Ames Coleman, The Rosedale Company
Jackson Coleman, The Rosedale Company, LLC
Emma Crisler, The Port Gibson Reveille
Sabra DeLancey, Sumrall Main Street Association
Heather Denne, Jackson State University
Pamela Scarlett John Dupuy, The Dupuy Company
Cinnamon Foster, Mississippi Heritage Trust
Shane Germany, Landry Lewis Germany Architects
David Gibbons
Robin Hero
Kim Hopkins, Vicksburg Main Street Program
Christopher Hunter, PhD, Mississippi State University
Carolyn McAdams, City of Greenwood
Ned Mitchell, South Group Insurance Services
Amber Morton, Morton CPA PLLC
Kenneth P’Pool, Mississippi Heritage Trust
Lolly Rash, Mississippi Heritage Trust
Kathryn Rayburn, Mississippi Heritage Trust
Brian Rutledge, Mississippi Heritage Trust
Robert Saarnio, University of Mississippi Museum
Andrea Saffle, Downtown Hattiesburg
Margo Salone
Philip Shaw, Shaw Design Group P.A.
Erica Speed, Mississippi Heritage Trust and Erica, Inc.
Billye Stroud, New Albany Main Street
Susan Tatro
Brad Tisdale, Belhaven Residential
Annette Vise, McCarty Architects
Rosemary Ward
Tomeka Wiley, Mississippi Power/Tomeka Wiley
Don Williams, Don Williams, PE, PLLC
Claire Winn, Mississippi Heritage Trust

MONTANA
Josie Wilgus
Stephanie Ambrose Tubbs
Wendy Beye
Daniel Breen
Faith Conroy
Jacqueline DeKoster Thomas
John Dunkum
Robert Ebinger
Tammy Fenske
Lesley Gilmore
Ed Gulick, High Plains Architects
Randy Hafer, High Plains Architects
Deb Honik, Carbon County Historical Society & Museum
Pat Jacobs, Architecture Trio
Gerry Jennings, Great Falls Rising
Chere Jiusto, Preserve Montana
George Jivelekas, ExxonMobil
Brad Kahler, High Plains Architects
Philip Maechling
Susan McClure
Suzanne McHugh
Heather McMillin, Homeword, Inc.
Kevin McPherson, McPherson Real Estate, LLC
Angela McPherson, The Exchange Paperie

Daniel Moore, Black Bear Inn - Thompson Falls Street Inc.
Josh Olsen, Project49
Sarah Rosenberg, City of Bozeman
Eric Schmidt, High Plains Architects
Ellen Sievert, Sievert & Sievert, CRC
Alex Tyler, High Plains Architects
Tom Wilde
Josie Wilgus, High Plains Architects
Phil Williams

NORTH CAROLINA
Joy Almond, Albemarle Downtown Development Corporation
Crys Armbrust, Nina Simone Project
Tatia Ash
Ted Ashby, Surrey Bank & Trust
Richard Ashton
Teresa Badger, Holts Chapel Community Rosenwald School
Latesha Ballard
Joshua Barnhardt, Iron Horse Development
Nicole Bentley, Heart of Brevard
Maximus Bowman, Max Bowman
Janet Brower, Sandhills Family Heritage Association
Patricia Brown
Patricia Burger
Martha Canipe, Preservation Forsyth
Stacey Cannon
Edward and Virginia Caress
Christina Caule, Main Street Roanoke Rapids
Martha Clarke, Linden Tree Shires
Evelyn Coltman
Mary Conner
Barbara Corriher
Lee Cowan
Ann Coxe
Michael Currin
Marshall Dietz, UNC-Chapel Hill
Doug Draughn
Nadine Duckworth
Bethany Dusenberry
Sarah Edwards, Downtown Smithfield Development Corporation
Claire Edwards, Uptown Properties, LLC
Angelia Espinoza, Park South Enterprises
Elizabeth Grigg Felsen, Lampshade Hero Consulting, LLC
Paul Fomberg
Heather Fugger
Linda Fulk, CCLWNC
Homer Gaddis, UCPS
Peggy Gardner, WRAP
Laura Gaylord, Town of Elkin
Bryan Rote, Mount Airy Downtown, Inc.
Herman Heil, Mount Airy Downtown
Pat Hickey, Buchanan Preservation Society
Rodney Holcomb
Gerry Hoots, Treasured Chests
Myrick Howard, Preservation North Carolina
Sandra Hutchinson
Michelle Jackson
Doris Jackson
Kandi Jackson
Abigail Jennings, Lake Norman Realty
John Jesso, Chambliss & Rabil
Lee Johnson
Eileen Juric, PowerDance Technique
Srikanth Kamma, Sunhouse Development, LLC
Paulina Kriska, Mount Airy Downtown
Annamaria Kriska
Louise Kulp
Chris Kuster
Nancy LaPorta
Kelli Laudate, Downtown Sanford, Inc.
Betty Lawrence
Diane Lea, PNC
Xiaoying Li
Sarah Lindsey
Cliff Long
LaShene Lowe, African-American Historical and Genealogical Society
P. Magnuson
Sarah S. Malino, Guilford College
Falana Mann-Dixon
James Marion, The M5 Group, LLC
Jean-Ann Marshall
Michele Martin
Laurence Martin, National Trust for Historic Preservation
David Maurer, Maurer Architecture
Cornelia Maxted
Larry McLaughlin, Chowan County Commissioner
Karen Millman
Christopher Mincey, Friends of Oberlin Village
Marjorie Moore, Marjorie Moore
Lizzie Morrison, Mount Airy Downtown, Inc.
Julia Narron,
Hudson O'Connell, Papa Johns
Amy Ogle, Hickory Downtown Development Association
Terilyn Palanca
Suzan Parrish, Meals on Wheels
Kathleen Patterson, Downtown Elon
Libby Phillips, Spruce Pine Main Street
Morgan Potts, Destination Downtown Edenton
Gretnch Reed
Kenneth Reiter, Belmont Sayre
William Riedel, Will Riedel
Amy Roberson
Jessica Roberts, Mount Airy Tourism Development Authority
Theresa Rosenberg, Theresa Joan Rosenberg Consultant
Joshua Ross, City of Bessemer City
Kelly Shanklin, CEO of Household
Margaret Shelton, Shelton Herb Farm
William Sheppard, Surry Chemicals, Inc.
Cindy Shoaf, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Natisha Soley-Hamilton, Ancora Partners, LLC
Barbara Sorel, Historic Salisbury Foundation
Ada Southland, UNC
JoAnn Stevens, Rosenwald Center
Linda Steward, MC
Andrew Stewart, Empire Properties
Betty Stoddard, SCP
Bryon Sundberg

Gwynne Taylor, Preservation Consultant
Cathleen Turner, Preservation NC
Ken Vogt
Andrew Walker, Across the Pond Bed & Breakfast
Mary Walker, Across the Pond, LLC
Toya Wallace, Duke University
Toya Wallace
Robin Walton
Brett Weaver, Black Point Investments
Wexford Science + Technology
Marla West
Audrey Whetten, Uptown Shelby Association
Dana White, Data Masters
Rita White, Rita White Interior Design
Deborah White, A. Nicole's Jewelry
Hallie Willis
Frances Willis
Nina Yao, Town of Ayden

**NORTH DAKOTA**

Susan Dingle
Amy Sakariassen
Christopher Sirek

**NEBRASKA**

Kelli Bacon
Jerry Berggren, Berggren Architects
Elizabeth Chase, Nebraska Main Street Network
Steven Dawes
Ryan Durant, RMD Group
Carissa Fairchild
Jed Moulton, City of Omaha
Vance Nelson, Council on America's Military Past & Keith County Historical Society
Louis and Richelle Nolan, USAF
Suzanne Oliver, Weeping Water Valley Historical Society
Ryan Reed
Stephanie Rouse
Sherry Sharpnack
Laura Shiffermiller, Landmarks, Inc./DBA
Restoration Exchange Omaha
Kristin Smith
Michael Sothan, Main Street Beatrice
Megan Sothan, Village Council Member, Steele City
Marvin Webb, Webb & Company Architects

**NEW HAMPSHIRE**

David Choate, Rye Historic District Commission
Melanie Dieringer
Paula Fougere, Exeter Hospital
Sarah Gatzke
Caillen Hart
Lippard Ina, Member AARP
Ellen Jahos
Erin Kennedy
Patricia Ley
Lonn Sattler
Peter Smith
Erline Towner
Pam Ward
Joyce Higgins
NEW JERSEY
Paul Amatuzzo, Howard Hanna Rand Realty
AIA New Jersey
Barbara Andrew
Joy Atkin
Anthony Bolten, ADA Studios
Judith Brickman
Virginia Buckley-Kessler, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Mark Canright, Comeback Farm Organic Produce
Lee Carol, Gloucester City Historical Society
Barbara Carton-Riker
Bryan Christian
Robert Clark
Clarke Caton Hintz Architects
Jarrett Cloud
Coen Consulting Group
Nancy Cunningham, Hunterdon Land Trust
Daryl W. De Boer
Jane Dome, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Jean Ellis
Sue Farro
Donald Florio
Tracy Foster, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Audra Frank, Audra Frank Associates
Kuojueng Fung
Phyllis Ginsberg, Hadassah
Elaine Gorman, Flemington HPC
Eugene Gorin
Bob Graver
Harriet Grose
Hx2 Development, LLC
Trudy Hansen
Michael Hanrahan, AIA
Ronald Harkov
Sarah Harris
Taylor Henry, Wildwood Historical Society
Kathy Hess
Margaret Hickey, Connolly & Hickey Historical Architects
Thomas Jones, Eastern Regional High School
Kevin Kavanaugh, RPM Development
Gehan Klele
Michael Knab, RPM Development
Ron Kovatis
JYH Lay, MIL Town
Cathy Elizabeth Levin, Attorney at Law
Cathleen Litvack
Bruce Luther
Denise Lytle
Robin Madden
Emily Manz, Preservation New Jersey
William McCauley
Holly McDonald
Jo Ann McGreavy
Noelle McGuire, Design Associates Co.
Kim McLaren
Brenda Melstein, AFS
Debra Miller
Barbara Miller
Donna Mohr, Somers Point Historic Preservation Commission
Lisa Neely, Love in Flower
William Neumann, William Neumann Photography
Ted Nickles, Nickles Contracting
Jay Okon, Strategic Advisors
Debra Patsel
Stephen Pittman
Joseph Portelli, RPM Development Group
Stephen Price, Cranford Twp. Historic Preservation Advisory Board
Michael Radigan, Western Specialty Contractors
Rita Raftery
Joan Ramos
Melissa Ramundo
Fran Ransom
Tyreen Reuter
Kenneth Roginski, Old House Guy, LLC
Rebecca Rose
M. Rossner, SBV
A. Rossner, SBV
Marc Rubin, Avant Guard Dog Studios
Michele Saliola
Diane Schultheis
Lucia Sciosci
David Seiler, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Michael Shakarjian
Natalie Shivers, Princeton University
Kenneth Steel
Mark Szep, Bloomfield Historic Preservation Commission
Barbara Tillman
Erica Warner
Howard Weiss, H. B. Weiss & Company
Ian Whelan
Robert Widdifield
Henry Wikoff, Wikoff Builders
Paul Williams
Audrey Winzinger, Mill Race, Inc.
Clifford Zink, CW Zink
Martha Akers, National Trust for Historic Preservation

NEW MEXICO
Susan Berry, Retired Director, Silver City Museum
Michael Bulloch, Bulloch Enterprises, LLC
Barbara Carmichael, LANL
Clifton Chadwick, Comunicaciones Kokopele
Dawn Cline, Aspen Copies & Office Supplies
Loralee Cooley, STORYSPINNING
Nancy Cooper, New Mexico Art Commissioner
Cassandra Gaines, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Rosemary Dudley, City of Albuquerque Landmarks Commission
I. Engle
Steven Evans, The Steven Experience
Carol E Gentry
Gail Giles, Gail & Co.
Carrie Gregory, Triad National Security, LLC
Chilton Gregory
Joanne Hudson, Tourism Santa Fe
Linda Kutz
Kay Lockridge
Paula Lozar
Sandra Marshall
Lauren McDaniel, Los Alamos Main Street
Isabel Morris, California State Northridge
Dolores Pacheco
Susan Peirce, Canyonlights Photography
Cristina Rogers, Cristina M. Rogers, Inc.
Rebecca Rose, Beyond Envisioning LLC
Katherine Slick
Richard Steele
Rabbi Gershon Steinberg Caudill, Hevurah Ohr Shekina
Den Tapley
Carolyn Vary, Vary Ventures
David Waymire
Betsy Windisch, McKinley Citizens’ Recycling Council

NEVADA
Alfred Barber
Benjamin Bishop, The Bishop's Cross
Charlene Boydston, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Linda Brown, WCSD
Margret Cifaldi
Billie Dugansky, MGM
Derek Gendvil, Transition Services, Inc.
Melinda Gustin, ASLA
Molly Hansen, Healing Hands
Skip Hansen, Skipperhansen & Associates, LLC
Jessica Lee
Barbara Levenstien
Jeanne Marie Maller, J.M. Maller Consulting
Jeffrey Miller
Annlouise Pugh
Diane Siebrantd, City of Las Vegas Historic Preservation Office
Michael Smith
Jane Starratt
Lucy Stoy
Stuart Telsey
John and Shirley Valney

NEW YORK
Judith Ackerman, UFT
Seth Adams, Warner’s Way Development Company
Sister Agro, Sisters of St. Dominic of Blauvelt
Neal Allen
Benjamin Anderson, National Development Council
Richard Anderson, P. I. E. Enterprise
Susan Angermeier
Stephen Appell
Suzanne Argento, Park Grove Realty
Barry Armstrong, Malone Revitalization Foundation
Eric Arroyo
Maria Asteinza
P. Baker
Liz Barrett, Landmark Society of Western New York
Carolyn Bartholomew
Helen Beale
Josephine Beary, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Patricia Beck
Rachel Berg
J. Joel Berger, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Diane Bernstein
Martin Bidney, Dialogic Poetry Press
Joyce Biss, Lock 52 HS of Port Byron
Robin Blakesley
Cameron Bloch, Cameron Bloch Photography
Anna Blyth, Silman
Andrew Bodewes, Park Grove Realty
Lauren Bond, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Borrelli & Yots PLLC
Phillip Borrelli, Borrelli & Yots, PLLC
Samantha Bosshart, Saratoga Springs Preservation Foundation
Judy Boucher
Theodore Bouloudkos
Clinton Brown, FAIA, Clinton Brown Company
Architecture PC
Karin Bucklin
Margaretta Campen
Cathy Carleton
Rand Carter
Chelsea Cash, Malone Revitalization Foundation
David Cavallaro, SUNY New Paltz
Rachel Child, Malone Revitalization Foundation
Raymond Childs, The Elijah Strong House
Yuien Chin, Harlem One Stop, Inc.
Patrick Ciccone, Preservation League of New York State
Elizabeth Clinton
Alan Cohen, Holland & Knight, LLP
Stephen Coleman
Katherine Comeau, Preservation League of New York State
Nolan Cool, Adirondack Architectural Heritage
Irish Cornaire
Anthony Costa
Mary Craven
Randall Crawford, Crawford & Stearns / Architects
Elizabeth Crawford, Crawford & Stearns / Architects and Preservation Planners
Tim Crilly, Park Grove Realty
Karena Cronin
Andrew Crossed
Kerri Culhane, Architectural Historian
Kathryn Curran, Robert David Lion Gardiner Foundation
Michael Czlonka, KFF Asset Management Group, LLC
Amanda Dane
Beth Darlington
Robert Davies
Theresa Davis, The Pollock-Krasner House
Amanda Day, Malone Revitalization Committee
Nancy DeTine
Michael Devonshire, JHPA, Inc.
Jay DiLorenzo, Preservation League of New York State
Vincent DiNapoli, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Jacyalyn Dinhofer, NY DOE
Andrew Dolkart, Columbia University
Susan Emery, Larchmont Historical Society
Tadeusz Morys, Custom Interiors Renovations, Inc.
Marianne Mukai
Theresa Murphy
Peter Nack, III
Dianora Niccolini
Donna Noyes,
Tabitha O’Connell, Preservation Buffalo Niagara
Crystal Oheary
Christine O’Malley, Historic Ithaca
Yvette Osborn
Kevin Parker, Kingsbridge National Ice Center
Richard PASCHEL, SpecGlass, LLC
Ellis Pearson
Gilda Pervin, Bowery Alliance of Neighbors
Jacqueline Peu-DuvalIon, Peu-DuvalIon Historic Preservation Consulting, LLC
Tarissa Phillips
Michael Plofker, Plofker Architecture Planning & Design
R. G. Plumb
Rachael Pollack, PreservationWorks
Candela Prol, International Wine Center/Chambers St. Wines
Avi Pryntz-Nadworny, Photo Pryntz
Carol Puttre-Czyz, East 5th Street Block Association
Lisa Randall, Nyack Hospital
Lindsay Reeve
Anne Ricicelli, E. 17th St. Loft Corp.
Karen Richardson-Henley
Stephen Ring
Barbara Ring
Marilyn Robbins
Letitia Roberts, American Ceramic Circle
Irene Rocha
Darlene Rogers
Nancy Rosenberg, Old Stone House & Washington Park
Cory Rouillard, JHPA
Charles Ruas
Janna Rudler, Preservation League of NYS
Francisca Sabadie, Law Office of Francisca A. Sabadie
Joseph Saetta Saetta, Brookhaven National Laboratory
Frank Sanchis, Preservation League of NY State
Sam Savarino, Savarino Companies
Mary Scharf, Malone Revitalization Foundation
Jaime Schmeiser, Sullivan County Chamber of Commerce Foundation
Kevin Schwab, Center State Corporation for Economic Opportunity
Adam Schwartz
Tamar Schwartz, IP Books
Sybil Schwartzbach, LMT
Catherine Schweitzer, The Baird Foundation
Robert Seem, Cornell University
Jen Seitter, KFF Asset Management Group
Harriet Shalat
Diane Sheffield, Monroe County COVID Health
Scott Sheidlower, York College/CUNY
Elizabeth Shepherd
Nancy Sheran
Boyce Sherwin, Malone Complete Streets Board
Ann Shields
Joyce Shiffrin
Olivia Simard, APT
Albert Simons, Orrick
Michele Smith
Charles Snyder, RUPCO
Gayle Solomon
Alexa Spiegel
Gary Stephenson
Richard Stern
Annie Stevenson-King, Little Rock Baptist Church
Karen Stone
Marija Stroke
Anne Taylor, Anatayo
Regi Teasley
Ilia Thompson
Mary Thorpe, NYPAN-SFL
Stephen Tilly, Architect
Becky Timmons, Landmark Society
Erin Tobin, Adirondack Architectural Heritage
William Tobler, Albany Firefighters Museum
Kay Toll, Sidehill Farm
David Trevisani, NDC
Suzanne Unger, Stockade Association of Schenectady
Christine Valentin, New York Presbyterian
Barbara Varga
Francisco Velez
Aparecida Vieira, MF Opera Lover’s Hat Shop
Milos Vojvodic, Itus Properties, LLC
Margaret Vrnon
Susan Wald, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Jessica Wallen
Blair Walsh
Monica Warren, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Carol Webb
Marcia Weisser, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Kirkland Westbrook, Brookside Restorations
Gray Williams, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Daniel Wilson, Lacey Thaler Reilly Wilson Architecture & Preservation
R. Lee Wilson
Erich Winkler, CSU
Charles Wittman, Arch Fiberglass Corp.
Emily Wong
Max Yeston
Jason Yots, Common Bond Real Estate, LLC
Sally Young, Bowery Alliance of Neighbors

**OHIO**

Ada-Woodson Adams, Mount Zion Baptist Church Preservation Society
Tom Aden, Sound Advice
Gregory B. Albright
Kathryn Aldrich
Susan Alspach
Ganna Amole
Ian Andrews, Lakewood Alive
Virginia Badillo, NDC Corporate Equity Fund IX, L.P.
Thomas Barcroft, Our Town Coshocton
Joyce Barrett, Heritage Ohio
Ian Beniston, Youngstown Neighborhood Development Corporation
Greg Bernitt, Xenia Main Street Properties, LLC
Liz Betemps, Harmony Hill Museum
Alan Birmingham
Teresa Bosela, Bosela Enterprises
Autum Bowlin
Deanna Bremer Fisher, Future Heights
Ruth Brindle
Brian Broadus
Robert Brown, City Planning Consultant
Daniel Budish, Gaslamp Capital
Kim Bulgin, Downtown Tipp City Partnership
Tom Bullock, Lakewood City Council
Barbara Bunsey, Calico Goose
Sam Burgess
Kathleen Caffrey, Our Rev Ohio
Brittany Catania, Sandvick Architects
Phil Clyburn
Marc Cohen, Woda Cooper Companies, Inc.
Laura Colston
Elliot Comunale, SA Comunale
Leslie Cory, MCM Company, Inc.
Elizabeth Crooks, Sandvick Architects, Inc.
Kathleen Crowther, Cleveland Restoration Society
Leslie Dahring, LSI Industries
Melinda Dang
Lynn Davis
Sarah Deitrick, Progress Through Preservation
Patricia Dion
Katherine Domachowski
Kirk Doughes, TSBD architects
Anne Doten, Cleveland Restoration Society
John Dougherty, Scioto Capital Company
Todd Ederer, Ederer Real Estate and Construction
Jerry Eldredge
Amanda Everitt, Destination Downtown Lancaster
Roger Farrell, Main Street Construction
Andrea Fetsko
Cathy Flament, Bay Village Historical Society
Ernest Fleenor, Historic Preservation Group, LLC
Rick Foran, Foran Group Development, LLC
Robert Fox
Patricia Foxall
Anna Freeman, Westland Ecumenical Community Food Pantry
M.G. Antiques
Vanessa Gabriele
Thencie Gall
Bonnie Gallik
Rochelle Gamiere, MCM Company, Inc.
Jo Gändenberger
James Gelis, New Republic Architecture
Wynn Gerber, The Dalad Group
Jeff Gibbon, Gibbon Architecture
Elica Gibson, Gibbon Architecture
Barbara Gilkes, City of Newark, OH
Global X
Jeffrey Gliebe, The Krill Co., Inc.
Arne Goldman, Marous Brothers Construction, Inc.
Megan Gotsch
Christina Grace, Turner Construction
Brian Grambort, Hiti, DiFrancesco and Siebold
Debra Gulick, Cleveland Restoration Society, Inc.
Orva M. Gullett
Michael Guyette, Mike, Inc.
Jonett Haberfield, Visit Fairfield County
Paul Hagman
Carrie Handy
Jean W. Hanson
Rachel Hasting, Price Hill Will
Laurence Hiner
Adam Hirsh, DLR Group
Anthony Hiti, Cleveland Restoration Society
Angela House
Kerry Hsu
Sanadra Hull
Kelly Humrichouser
Andrew Iarussi, Dalad Group
Donald Jackson, BudgetEase, LLC
Diane Jackson, NDC
David Jennings
Tracy Johnston
Ian Jones, Western & Southern Life
Lindsay Jones, Blind Eye Restoration, LLC
Lauren Jusek, Costco
Jeff Kaiser, City of Wadsworth
Graham Kalbli, New Republic Architecture
Ken Kalynchuk, Project Management Consultants, LLC
Mark Kapec
Susan Keeny, Columbus Landmarks
Kathryn Keller
Steve Kenat, GBBN
Peter Kettrer, Sandvick Architects
Wendy Kile, Historic Preservation Group, LLC
Karlin Kilpatrick
Jeffrey Kishman
Erin Kline
Roger Koch, JBK Partners
Kelly Kraus Mencke, Kelly KM Communications, LLC
David Laezko, CPA, LLC
Margaret Lann, Cleveland Restoration Society
Greta Lentz-Bemiller, SSB & GLB Properties, LLC
Miriam Levin, Main Street
Kathyh Lilley, The Lilley Pad, LLC
Eric Lipschutz, Design Group
Sarah Locke
Robin London
Kimberly Lowe
Carlos Lugo
Jeanne Mackay, Mackay Engineering & Surveying
Heather Malarcik, Main Street Kent
Robert Maly, The Model Group
George Marsh
Abby Marshall, Ohio History Connection
Sarah Marson
Kathy Martin
Richard Martinez, Historic Vistula Foundation
Kyle Maurath-Petras, MCM Company, Inc.
Charlene Mayer
Sophia McAllister, SM Services
Stephanie McFadden
James Miketo, Forest City Shuffleboard
Keith Miller, WCSB.org CSU Radio
Constance Minervich
Ryan Minnich
Jeff Neel
Susan Olive
Adrienne Patrick, Main Street Wadsworth
Steve Patterson, Mayor, City of Athens
Joshua Pedoto, New Republic Architecture
Diane Peckark
Alice Petersen
Mary Jo Petersman
Justin Philips
Gary Plummer
Lynn Pooley
Carol Potterton, Episcopal Church
James Poznik, National Development Council
Zachary Price, TRIAD Architects
Jim Ptacek, Larsen Architects
Ken Randall
Michael Raymond, County Superintendent of Schools
Jess Lamar Reece Holler, Marion Voices Folklife + Oral History - Caledonia Northern Folk Studios
Melinda Reynolds
Carrie Rhodus, Jewish Cemeteries of Greater Cincinnati
Lynn Richardson, Friends of Crowell/Hilaka
Wayne Roberts
Annette Rosenberger
Thomas Rottmayer
Heather Rudge, Historic Preservation Group, LLC
Richard Saccardi
Frank Scalish, Scalish Construction
Daniel Schneider, Hollow Earth Creative
Cathie Senter, Hardlines Design Company
Ann Seren
Melinda Shah, Schooley Caldwell
Bernie Sigal, Curv Imaging
Mary Sills, Cambridge Main Street
Alice Sloan
Bonnie Smith, Smith Architects, LLC
Monica Snow, Preservation Dayton, Inc.
Reed Spencer
Annette Stewart
Beth Sullebarger, Sullebarger Associates
Marilou Suszko, Main Street Vermilion
Melissa Swingos, MCM Company, Inc.
Lorna Swisher
Troy Tackett
Pamela Taylor
Cornell Turcu, Jamieson Ricca Co.
Patricia Urban
Paul Vincent, Vincent Lighting Systems
Rebecca Wagstaff, Standing O Studio
Denise Walsh Brown
Virginia Warren
Laura Welsh, MCM Company, Inc.
Becky West, Columbus Landmarks Foundation
Mary Wiesemann-Mills, Order of Preachers
David Williams, Cross Street Partners / Heritage Ohio
Galen Wilson, National Archives and Records Administration
Betsy Wilson, Betsy Wilson House Histories
Cathy Wootan, Archwood UCC
Nancy Yahraus
John Zaluski, NDC
Walter Zielinski, Massage2

OKLAHOMA
Maryjane Brosofske
Lori Burson, Stella Modern Italian
Judy Cantrell
Shana Ford, El Reno Main Street
D. C. Harris
Melvena Heisch, National Trust for Historic Preservation Advisor
Kathy Hendryx
Lana Henson
Carol Humphrey, Oklahoma Historical Society
Joanne Kondratieff
Mercedes Lackey, High Flight Arts and Letters
Markcum Lucinda
Alyssa McCleery, Newkirk Main Street, Inc.
James McNeely
Sandra Nelson
Meg Salyer, Broadway Realty
Deborah Smith
Amy Stephens, Edmond Historical Society & Museum
Penny Watson
Bill White, Historic Greenwood District Main Street
Chris Wilson, Chris Wilson

OREGON
Paul Abbott, CPA, retired, Abbott & Huffman CPA
Erik Andersson, Strategic Economic Development Corp.
Karen Auborn, Port Orford Main Street Association
Stephen Baker
Janet Baker
John Barger
Constance Beaumont
Martha Belluschi, Belluschi Consulting
Elyce M. Benham
Brooke Best, Architectural Historian Consultant
Lynn Betteridge
Harriet Bing, Pacific Residential Mortgage
Dana Bleckinger
Linda Bolduan
Sean Bolden, Carleton Hart Architecture
Carolyn and Ralph Bond
John Borland
Barbara Branham, retired
Kari Brennan, REI
Stephanie Brown, Restore Oregon
Rachel Browning, Salvage Works, LLC
James Buckley, Associate Professor, Historic Preservation, University of Oregon
Gracie Campbell
Maurine Canarsky
Daniel Castele
Kiaya Charlton-Grant
John Chilson
Renee Clark
Janice Coleman, Red Caviar Studio
Peggy Collins
Keith Dailey, Emerick Architects
Jacob Daniel, NLC
Matthew Davis, Architectural Resources Group
Lisa Dawson, Northeast Oregon Economic Development District
Robin Vora, Bend Oregon Historic Landmarks Commission
Marie Wakefield
Bill C.M. Welch
Charles Weathers, 440 State, LLC
Ann Connell Whitehouse
Stephanie Whitlock, Architectural Heritage Center
Gerald Wiens
Roger Woehl, Oregon Rail Heritage Foundation
Rebecca Ziegler, Adaptive Preservation

**Pennsylvania**
Etta Albright, Member Cambria County Historical Society
Del Anderson, Greater Properties, LLC
Angelique Bamberg, Clio Consulting
Thomas Bank, Simply Stated Architecture, PC
John Basinski, University Barge Club
Theresa Beatty
Ira Beckerman
Joanna Beres, Code.Sys
Thomas Brenner
Regina Brooks, Pittsburgh Public Schools
Vern Bruntun
John Buchna, Erie Downtown Partnership
Carol Buskirk, Preservation Pennsylvania
Thomas Campanini
Timothy Carpenter
Sarah Carr, Wyoming County Historical Society
David Casker
Dana Clark, Tippetts/Weaver Architects
Melanie Cohick
Sarah Collier, National Road Heritage Corridor
Mark Connar
Rosalie Cox
Jason Crawford
Mindy Crawford, Preservation Pennsylvania
Heather Cuhran, Affordable Housing Accountants, Ltd.
Allison DeForest, United Lutheran Seminary
Priscilla Delaney
Paul Detwiler, John Milner Architects
Christopher Diem, Cardinal Point Security Group
Donna Doan, Patterson Farm Preservation, Inc.
John Dougherty
Laurel Drew
Christopher Driscoll, Bona Fide Bellevue
Teresa Duff, Lineage Historic Preservation Services
Dawn M. Eagle, Petsetera
Sheila Erbbaum
Cynthia Escobedo, Escobedo Architects
Jay Farrell
Linda Feldman
David Fiedler
Lee Fister
Julie Fitzpatrick
Frank Florianz
Jennifer Ford
Elise Ford
Mary Fowles
Cee Jay Frederick, Cee Jay Frederick Associates
Adria A. Fredericks, MED., LPC
Erich Freimuth, Jr.
Adrienne J.G.
Kathy Gates

Eric Gernert
Gina Giaccardo
Susanne Groenendaal
Alexandra Gruskos, Diversified Care Management
David Guleke, Chester Historical Preservation Committee
Krisin Hagar-Southall, Sustainable Places
Miriam Harlan, TPS
Donna Ann Harris, Heritage Consulting, Inc.
Ken Heard
Warren Hodgkiss
Carol Huber
Trey Jackson
Jen Jasuta, Urban Interiors
Jefferson Werner
Jeffrey Jenne, City of Philadelphia
Rosita Johnson, Bluebell Hill Neighbors
Robert Jucha, Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation
Allison Kelsey, Philadelphia Education Fund
Robert Kettell
Joe and Susan Kiefner
Erin Kintzer, Lehigh University
Danea Koss, Ebensburg Main Street Partnership
Cynthia Kubas, Servier Pharmaceuticals
Leo Kucwicz
Sandra Kuritzky
Karas Lamb, Knollwood Creative
Amy Lambert, Architect
Laura Lane
Christopher Lankena, Urban Partners
Lewis Larason, Guthrie & Larason
Scott Lesherl
Vicki Liantonio
Michael Lombardo, Mayor, City of Pittston
Janice Lynx, West Shore Historical Society
Linda Maguire, Saltsburg Area Historical Society
John Maguire, Townspeople, Inc.
Lauren Mallory
Sandra Mansmann
Kathy Markovich
Stephen Masturzo
Sally Mattison
Matthew McCarty, Voith & MacTavish Architects
Mary Lou McFarland, Wissahickon Valley Historical Society
Matt Metcalf
Melinda Meyer, Preservation Erie
Christine Mills
Janis Millu
Dan Moringiello, Blair County Historical Society
Stephanie Mory
Timothy J. Mullen
Christine Musser, The Wandering Pen
Alexandra Napoleon
Terry A. Necciai, Monongahela Main Street Program
Pat Norheimer
S. Yvonne Novak, RGP
Candy Olesh
Marc O'Neill
Bobbie Owens
Daisy Pagán, Perfect Settings
Amy Page
David Palmer, Brooklyn Historical Society
Deborah Palmer
John Panzitta, Panzitta Enterprises, Inc.
Jill Pavlovitz
Kathryn Petrich, Temple University Graduate School
Kathryn Plechavy
Stamatina Podes
Thomas Powell
Robert Powers, Powers and Company, Inc.
Heather Proudfoot
Howard Quantance, MGA, Ltd.
Catherine Raymond, Body Precision Pilates
Brittany Reilly, Preservation Pittsburgh Board of Directors
Dianne Rider, Heritage Consulting Group
Kelly Riley, Research America, Inc.
Margaret Rivello
John Rohal
Rose Maria Root
Katy Rosenthal
Ellen Ruby, Lewisburg Downtown Partnership
Molly B. Ruzicka
David Schaff, David Schaff Fine Arts, Ltd.
Edna Scheifele
Loree Schuster, Tulpehocken Historic District
Robert Sheets
Susan Shetter
Vaughn Shirk, Vaughn Shirk Interior Design
Sheila Siegel
Eleanor Smith, National Trust for Historic Preservation
A. Roy Smith, Preservation Pennsylvania
James Smith
Paul Smith
Richard Speer
Lee Stanley
Hanna Stark, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Paul Steinke, Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia
Gil Steppe
John Stofko, Make the Road Pennsylvania
Kathryn Sullivan, GY Properties
Kristin Swanton
Anna Tangi
Jill Turco
Katie Tyson, Pennsylvania Downtown Center
Christina Votta
Mary Andrews, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Alice Arwood, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Lillian Barnes
Elizabeth Baucom
Pauline Bonta, Diamond Pro Moving & Storage
Kathy Bradley
Sandra Bundy, B&P, Inc.
Kip Carter
Nate Coker
Pam Datwyler
Debra Everitt, Coastal Carolina Council, BSA
Delia Frederick
Mrs. S. Goodwin
Winslow Hastie, Historic Charleston Foundation
Elaine Hensley
Ryne Johnson, National Development Council
Wayne Kelley, Pickens County Historical Society
Lois Lane, Lois Lane Properties
Candace Larson
Allen Lohmann
Mari Lucey
Scott MacDonald, Redbrick Development, LLC
Kathryn MacDonald, The Kindred Spirits
Michael Maher
Lillie McGill, Epps McGill Historic Farm House
Donald McLean
Luke McPhail
Stoney Miller, Litchfield Real Estate
Theresa Owens
Stephen Petkus
Blair Phillips, Historic Charleston Foundation
Stephen Powell
Kendra Redman
Raymond Richards
William Roberson, International Dunnage
Richard Sidebottom, MacRostie Historic Advisors
George Simon, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Patricia Smith
Larry Strauss

RUDE ISLAND
John Bradley, John Bradley Landscape
Susan Chakmakian
Christopher Daly, Christopher Daly
Kenneth Dominguez, SWAP, Inc.
Maia Farish
Alison Fonseca, D&F, LLP
Bethany Goldberg
Jennifer Hawkins, ONE Neighborhood Builders
Anne McAuliffe-O'Donnell
Carolyn Nelson
Jennifer Robinson
Jesse Saglio, Rhode Island Commerce Corporation
Sam Sheffer
Ken Snyder, Ken Snyder Homes
Barbara Sokoloff, Barbara Sokoloff Associates
Nancy St. Germain, The Womxn's Project
Valerie Talmage, Preserve Rhode Island
Maureen Whitley, Harp & Leaf, LLC
Noah Hamner, Independent Entity

SOUTH CAROLINA
Mary Andrews, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Alice Arwood, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Lillian Barnes
Elizabeth Baucom
Pauline Bonta, Diamond Pro Moving & Storage
Kathy Bradley
Sandra Bundy, B&P, Inc.
Kip Carter
Nate Coker
Pam Datwyler
Debra Everitt, Coastal Carolina Council, BSA
Delia Frederick
Mrs. S. Goodwin
Winslow Hastie, Historic Charleston Foundation
Elaine Hensley
Ryne Johnson, National Development Council
Wayne Kelley, Pickens County Historical Society
Lois Lane, Lois Lane Properties
Candace Larson
Allen Lohmann
Mari Lucey
Scott MacDonald, Redbrick Development, LLC
Kathryn MacDonald, The Kindred Spirits
Michael Maher
Lillie McGill, Epps McGill Historic Farm House
Donald McLean
Luke McPhail
Stoney Miller, Litchfield Real Estate
Theresa Owens
Stephen Petkus
Blair Phillips, Historic Charleston Foundation
Stephen Powell
Kendra Redman
Raymond Richards
William Roberson, International Dunnage
Richard Sidebottom, MacRostie Historic Advisors
George Simon, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Patricia Smith
Larry Strauss

PUERTO RICO
Fernando Abruna, Abruna & Musgrave, Architects
Jody Taylor, Spartanburg County Historical Association
Rachel Walling, City of Columbia

SOUTH DAKOTA
Julie Carlson
Sandy Denicke, Aunt-T’s-Ques Wayside Shoppe
Jeannine Guern, Deadwood Historic Tours
Tanya McIlravy
Michael Randle

TENNESSEE
Tom West, New Harbor
Betsy Alexander, Red Queen Management
Laura Blackman
Debbie Brawner
Greg Bruss, Nolensville Historical Society
Helen Buckley, New City Fellowship
Chris Busby
Mary-Pom Claiborne, Knox Heritage
Christine Cloninger, Knox Heritage
Hollie Cook, Knox Heritage/Historic Westwood
Darden Copeland, Calvert Street Group
Charlie Dahan, King Records Legacy Committee
Pat Davenport
Don and Davis, Rocky Mount Historical Association
Leigh Davis, The Hotel Pontotoc
Debby Dolan
Mendi Donnelly, Town of Somerville
Dianne Doochin
Judy Fields
Adrienne Frey, McKelco
Brenda Gamache, B. Graphics
Maresha Grieve, Knox Heritage
Steve Guttery, Main Street Dyersburg
Sammie Hill
Harold J Hunter
Rohbie Jones, Richard Grubb and Associates
Lindsey Jones, Johnson City Development Authority
Catherine Kalinowski
Kyle Anne Lang, Knox Heritage
Mark McCutcheon
Kent Minault, Sierra Club
Aaron Parker, Pennington & Company
Gary Parkes, Parkes Development Group, LLC
Bill Pollard, BrightBridge Capital
Richard Pratt, Knox Heritage
Alice Raver, Alice Raver
Alisha Rudolph
Susan Schuchard
Sandra Shelton
Marsha Smith
Darlene Smolik, Plymouth Soundings, LLC
Marika Snider, Snider Architecture
Harold Stern, Embree House Historic Farm
Candace Tate, Artsy Letters, Inc.
Susan Thomas
Mary Thompson
Chad Tindell, Knox Heritage
Kim Trent, Preservation Strategies
Adrienne Webster, Knox Heritage, Inc.
Heather White
Carole Whitehead

Jeff Wilke, Knox Heritage
Garland Wilson, Knox Heritage

TEXAS
Emily Alpert
Gillian Anderson, G. Anderson Interiors
Wade Andres, Andres Construction
Margarita Araiza, Webb County Heritage Foundation
Alyssa Arnold, Fair Park First
Glory Arroyos
Donald Ball
Robert Bass, Keystone LP
Mavis Belisle, Dallas Peace and Justice Center
Carol G. Berler, Realtor
Rebecca Bernhardt
Sellers Betty
Sandra Blackard, Art Conservation Consultant
Edra Bogucki
Ella Bonner, Odyssey Partners
Tracey Bonne
Alison Brake
Nancy Bratic
Bari Brookman, Brookman, PLLC
Kathryn Burns
Barbara Burton, Kerr County Historical Commission
David Bush, Preservation Houston
Barbara Campbell
Judy Canon, Jude Ranch
Katherine Carmichael, Preservation Austin
Julia Carpenter, The Carpenter Partnership
Jacqueline Carter
Sehila Casper
Dennis Cass, Landmark Society
Antonia Castaneda, Westside Preservation Alliance
Melissa Chapman, Gingerbread Antiques
Crawford Christina, Beaumont Heritage Society
Doris Clark, DV8DESIGN GROUP
Miriam Conner, Public City
Jamie Creech
James Dahlberg
Barbara P. Dalbey
Deann Darling
Lindsey Derrington, Preservation Austin
Mira Diehl
Cynthia Ditmore, SWOG
Helena Dobay
Rebekah Dobrasko, Preservation Austin
Andrew Donnelly
Bill Donovan
Timothy Duda
Stephanie Dugan, National Development Council
John Dunn
Joychene Eaglin
Michael Earney
Carolyn Engel, Bob E. Toys
Sharon Evans-Ford
Paul Fahrenbruch
Sharon Fleming
Margarita Flener
Debbie Fontaine, Edible Art Specialty Cakes and Cookies
Caroline Forgason, Groves Alexander
Sarah Frazier
Camilia Frisch
Jim and Sally Galindo
Caleb Gasparek, City of New Braunfels
Jonathan Gibson
Glenn Goddard
Elisa Gonzalez
Emma Goode-DeBlanc
Sarah Gould, Latinos in Heritage Conservation
Carol Grimm
Thomas Guarald,
Donna Habus
Dana Hall, Downtown Business Alliance of Seguin
Diana Harrington, Soul Headquarters LLC dba The Soul Emporium
Debra Hays
Ashley Head, Miss Mary Jane Green LLC
Ruth Anne Hicks
Leon Houston II, Houston Agency
Claudia Hueitt, Ellamanda, LLC
Don Hughes, Humane Resource Council
Lisa Hughes
Gary Jennings, Triple Play Partners, LLC
Patricia Jolley
James Jorden
Becky Kauffman, Historic Waxahachie, Inc.
The Rev. Dr. Edward Kern
Meghan King, Preservation Austin
Linda Kinnard, Alamo
Emil Kirberg
Katja Kirsch
James Klein
Susan Kline, Kline+Kline
Kristin Koch
Robert Krone, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Dawn Kylonen, Antique Company Mall
Brent Laswell
Yonni Leor, Leor Consulting Services
Janie Lewis
Michael Longerier
Christina Martinez
Alyssa Barrera Mason, Corpus Christi Downtown Management District
Michael McBroom, The McBroom Group
Brannyn McDougal, Gray Planning Studio
Alyson McGee, Preservation Austin
Ann McGlone, Post Oak Preservation Solutions
Lisa McGonigle
Fabiola Meza
Joe Milm, Texas Master Naturalist-Panhandle Chapter
Paula Miller
Kelly Mitchell, Mitchell Garman Architects
M. Mooney, Grassroots Advocacy
Lin Moore, Texas Woman's University
Irving Moses, Viable Strategic Ventures
Michael Mullins
Alyssa N. Currently
Velma Nanka-Bruce, Friend of SAAACAM
Jim Neal
Glenda Nelms
Ed Nelson, ERN Architects
Thomas Nieland, UUFHC
Sarah Ninaud
James Patterson, James Patterson Architect
Ann Patterson
Marilyn Patton, Texas Tenants Union
Charles Peveto, Preservation Austin
Toyia Pointer, Historic Mesquite, Inc.
David Porter III, IHN Strategies
Sandey Prince
Bonney Ramsey, HWI, Inc.
Emry Ramstack
Carol Rea
Angela Reed
Linda Reid
Jayne Reimers
Hoyt Riley
Dan Roark
Cheryl Robison
Rod Roesler
David Ruffner
Melissa Ruiz
Mark Ryan
Kate Ryther, Houston Fire Museum Inc.
Francisco Salazar
Erica Schreiner, EES
Alan Schumann, Schumann Architects
William Scott
Sylvia Searfose
Ashley Shadrock
Nancy Shelton, Preservation Dallas
Cathy Sikes
Kiona Silvertooth
Shannon Simpson, Ellis County Museum, Inc.
Kevin Smith, Andrew Mellen, Inc.
Shannon Smith
Pam Smith
Pam Sohan
Philip Splawn
Wayne Stalsworth
Richard Stark, R & K Services
Debra Stark, UTRGV School of Medicine
Kurt Steinman
Dianne Stevenson
Lisa Stone, Beth Israel
Glynis Strause, Dobie West Performing Arts Theatre and J. Frank Dobie Museum
James Talbot, Neverland Designs
Jan Thatcher
David Thomas, Lake Jackson Historical Association
Mary B. Thornton, Attorney at Law
Mary Tomsu
Ray Valdez
Jane Van Praag
Sandra Varvel
Michael Vigneault, Palm Garden, LLC
John Volz, AIA, Volz and Associates, Inc.
Diane L Wahl
Scott Walker
Jeannie Walker
Michelle Westermann
Jonathan Williams, Tesoros Trading Co.
Dallas Windham
Leslie Wolfenden, Texas Historical Commission
Judith Woods, Hunt County Historical Commission
Bruce Zivley
UTAH
Shannon Allsop
Shawn Anderson
J. Anderson,
Oscar Arvizu, MRM
Leslie Brown
Lee Buschkowsky, Preservation Utah
Sarah Cansler, Autoliv
Patrick Carolan, Carolan Construction, Inc.
Clay Coleman
Debra Davies
Ann Hollowell
Kirk Huffaker, Kirk Huffaker Preservation Strategies
Kay Jensen
Daniel Jensen
Laura Jensen, University of Utah
Pat Jones, Preservation Utah
Kreg Kiggins
Kristan Knierim
Nancy Lasley
Barbara Lewis
Elizabeth M. Jensen
Kelsey Maas, Preservation Utah
Benjamin Pykles
Bonnie Rogers
Rachel Stenta, Moab Pages
Kay Sundberg
Ashton Swett, Uintah County Certified Local Government
Amy Thomas, Historic Murray First Foundation
Willissa K. Thompson
Michael Valentine, Save the Utah Pantages Theater
Pam Vancura
Gordon Wright
Nancy Wingelaar

VIRGINIA
Rebecca Adcock, Patrick County Chamber of Commerce
Kirsten Aherron
Michelle Arcari
Robert Balog
Rick Barker Properties, LLC
Mary Bartolotta
Robert Basinger
Kelly Batchelder, Nello Walls
Deanna Beacham
Elaine Becker
Mary Ellen Bergeron
Alison Blanton, Roanoke Valley Preservation Foundation
Alison Blanton, Alison Blanton
Matthew Bolster, Virginia Housing
Thomas Boltz
Jim Bonbright, Linden Capital, L.L.C.
Lynda Bower, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Deneen Brannock, Frazier Associates
Holly Bray, Newmark
Mae Breckenridge, African American Historical Society of Portsmouth
Leslie Browning
Barbara Brunson
Judi Burbes
Sharon Cashman, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Meg Chrisler
Robert Christian
Christine Clayborne
Corey Clayborne, Executive Vice President, AIA
Virginia
Robert Clement
Elizabeth Cohan, TRG
Thomas Corbin
Caroline Corum
Shelley Coss
Hal Craddock, Creative Boutique Hotels
Amy Creason, Clachan Properties
Steven Critchfield, Pulaski on Main
Cylene Crump, Historic Richmond
Storm Cunningham, RECONOMICS Institute
Rebecca Deeds, Preservation Piedmont
Veronica DeLuze
Thomas Dickey, TMC Inc.
Matthew Downs
Maureen Doyle
Janice Doziet
Kat Dragovich-Clark
Ethel Eaton, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Dorothy Edwards, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Robert Ellis
Hugh Ewing, Octagon Finance, LLC
Stanley Feuer
Ross Pickenscher, AOSS Ventures, LLC
Shawn Firth
Elaine Fischer
Richard Fleming, Infinity Datacom Solutions
Peter Fowler
Kathleen Frazier, FAIA
Margaret Fritz
Joan Garnett
Patricia Garris, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Jere Gibber
Michael Gilham, BSEE
Ann Glave, Fredericksburg VA Main Street
Jennifer Gore
Emily Goulden
Eric Gravenor
Tim Groom
Katie Gutshall, Hill Studio
L. Chris Hager
London Hainsworth, George Washington’s Mount Vernon
Robert Halsey
Kathy Harris
Chet Hepburn
Jean Hiatt, Preservation Piedmont
Maxin Hopkins
Marie Hyder
Diana Inthavong
Greg Johnson
James Johnston, Historic Greenfield Advisory Council
Maria Jones, Jonesborough Farm, LLC
Thomas Kasper, Kasper Mortgage Capital
Suzanne Kavanaugh
George Kegley, Roanoke Valley Preservation Foundation
William Keleher
Lisa Kingsley
Donna Kirby
Leigh Kitcher, Historic Vienna, Inc.
Elizabeth Kostelny, Preservation Virginia
Lisa Kubiske
Amber Kuppert
Mark L. Brian Wishneff and Associates
Joyce Lane
Sarah Lanzman, Bliss Point Farm
Irene Lewkowicz
Rachel Lloyd, Preservation Piedmont
Duke Lokka, State Department
Lois Lommel
Roberto Lovick
Greg Marcangelo, Reston Citizens Association
Kenneth Martin, VANOMA
James Mather
Aubrey McDaniel
Kathleen McLane
Richard McLean
Helen Meredith, Roanoke Valley Preservation Foundation
Sandra Middour, PLAB
Lucy Midelfort, Thomas Jefferson Foundation
Anna Mod, MacRostie Historic Advisors, LLC
Carolyn Moriarity
Nicole Morrill
Brenda Morrissett, Public Health
Barry Mowday
Paul Murray
Mariah Neary
George Neighbors
Christina Newton, Virginia Association of Museums
Octagon Partners
Kathleen O’Sullivan
Carol Owens,
Josh Parker, Ancora
David Parr, Stoney Run Partners, PLLC
Katherine Paulson, Commonwealth Preservation Group
Stephen Pennock
James Penny, Retired Attorney
Paige Pollard, Commonwealth Preservation Group
Virginia Ramadan, Owner, Pop Castle
James Rees
Helen Renqvist
Dawn Richardson
Vishal Savani, Savara Hospitality, Inc.
Dave Scherer, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Tim Schmitt
Susan Schoarin
Diana Schwartz, River District Association
Barbara Seaman
Mary Shields Uehling
Carol Shull, Preservation Action Board Executive Committee
Piotr Sliwka
Pam Smith, Richmond Hill
Edwina St. Rose, Preservation Piedmont
Kathy Stewart, St. Paul Tomorrow, Inc.
Frank Strasser, Historic Staunton Foundation
Kathryn Sukites
Patricia Sullivan, HLBPW of Business & Professional Women, Inc.
Carol Summerlyn

Mary V. Thompson, George Washington’s Mount Vernon
Chris Vail, Sycamore Development Co.
Peggy Van Yahres, Tree Commission Charlottesville
Ian Vaughan, VANOMA
Steven Vickery, Reston Conservancy
Charlotte Viers
Steven Vogel
Ellen Wagner, Preservation Piedmont
Lorna Werntz, Ivy Creek Foundation
Linda Wheeler
Margaret Whitesides, NTCIC
B Whitsett-Hammond, Preservation Piedmont
Katherine Wilkins, Blue Ridge Farm
Jill Williams, Calfee Community and Cultural Center
JP Williamson, Octagon Finance
Richard Guy Wilson, University of Virginia
Helen Wilson, University of Virginia
Kathleen Wind
Virginia Windley
Kerry Wingell
Erik Wishneff, Brian Wishneff & Associates
Carl Wolf, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Karen Zamorski, Cape Charles Main Street

VERMONT
Virginia Adams, PAL
Ben Doyle, Preservation Trust of Vermont
Gwen Gray, Office of the Defender General
Bonnie Hearthstone
Charlie Holland
Kate Kenner
Rebecca Lo Presti, AmeriCorps
Jill Michaels
Karen Mueller-Harder, UVMMC
Kaitlin O’Shea, VHB
Dan Parker, Dan Parker Antiques
Janet Shadrouri
Betsy Thurston, Bellows Falls Downtown
Laura Trieschmann, State of Vermont/SHPO

WASHINGTON
Joyce Agee
The Rev. Mary Louise Allen, Episcopal Church
Abby Armato, Abigail Armato
M. Arveson
Magda Atwood
Linda Ball
Sarah Bauman
Steven Biggio
Barbara Blackwood
Andrew Brewer
L. Craig Britton, PTheritage
Jenna Carodiskey-Wiebe, ELCA
Vanessa Chin, Vanessa Chin
Ione Clagett
Maxine Clark
Marie Colvin, Kennewick School District
Jennifer Conrad, TRC
Kevin Daniels, Daniels Real Estate
Mike Doherty
Pamela Engler, Engler Accounting Service
Susan Evans
Carol Force
Ellen Gamson, Mount Vernon Downtown Association
Sarah Gladden
Janice Granberg
Richard Grassl
David Hand
John Harris
Florence Harty
Jo Harvey
Andrew Holt, Downtown Association of Yakima
Amy Howard, City of Port Townsend
Patrick Hussey
Diana James
Richard Johnson
Kji Kelly, Historic Seattle
Melissa Knapp
Lorenette Knowles
Constance Knudsen
Laurel Kramer
Mira Latoszkek
Virgene Link-New
Michael Lyman
Gloria McClintock
Caroline Mercury, Downtown Camas Association
Kevin Milam
Chris Moore, Washington Trust for Historic Preservation
Jeffrey Murdock
Lindsay Myers, Dupont St., LLC
Oak View Group/Seattle Kraken
Pawter Parhar, DNC/DCCC
Stacy Parker, Creepy Kitch
K Pendergrass
Patricia Pepe
Janisa Quitugua
Catharine Reid
Robby Robinson
Rebecca Rodela
Marsha Rooney
Julian Saturno, Juxtaposed Holdings
Sari Rose Schneider
Meagan Scott, ESA
Heidi Shuler, Cedar Hills Hospital
Kira Sigrist
Michael Siptroth, Backbone Campaign/Solutionary Rail
T Sorensen, Sorensen Architects
Edwyna Spiegel
Liz Stenning, Downtown Everett Association
David Stetler
Rachel Swerdlow, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Cornelia Teed
Michelle Thompson, Thompson Preservation
Robert Thomson
Linda Wasserman, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Marie Weis, Fox Island Historical society
Gertrude Whiddles
Mary Wickwire
Cathy Wickwire
Janice Wilfing
Teresa Willard, Downtown Monroe Association
Christopher Wilton, Environmental Works
Elaine Woo
Sam Zhao, China Harbor Restaurant

WISCONSIN
Patricia Adams
Alexander Company
Edna Anderson
Julia Ausloos-Bedinger, ARG
Theresa Bakken-Matt
Bruce Barr, National Trust for Historic Preservation
Lisa Bey
Christy Breihan
Jaxon Brooks
Eric Burant, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Cultural Resource Management
Ruth Cary, Fleet Farm
Beverly Ann Conroy
Aleasa Crary
James Dancy, Historic Cooksville Trust
Myles Dannhausen, Egg Harbor Historical Society
Dick Diers
Jim Duff
Jeremy Ebersole, Milwaukee Preservation Alliance
Kristen Fish-Peterson, Redevelopment Resources, LLC
Barbara N. Fuldner, National Trust for Historic Preservation Council
Bill Gagliani
Tim Garcia-Brown
Lori Gesch, Metropolitan Real Estate
Mark M. Giese
Justina Grulking, Grulking Dairy Farm
Gracee Hamilton
Mary Kay Hanamann
Amy Hansen, Downtown Fond du Lac Partnership
Robert Hartman, Hartman Design
Timothy Hegglund
David Henning
Courtney Hering, Kohler Company
Carrie Hildeman
Carla Hojnicki
Rebecca Holmquist, The Alexander Company, Inc.
Michael Horejs
J. Jeffers & Co.
Kendra Kendrick, K Company
Richard and Sarah Kimball
Claude Krawczyk, Milwaukee Preservation Alliance
Ericka Kreeger
Geralyn Leannah
Rita Lemkuil
Stephanie Livingston
Adam Livingston
Linda Marker
Aaron Matter, Matter Development
Shirley Brabender Matteo, Oshkosh Landmarks Commission
Joan McCormick
Joselia Mendoza, Engberg Anderson Architects
Rita Meuer
Juanita Montano
Connie Myers
Mary Nix
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